
AUSTRALIAN VARIETY AND POPULAR CULTURE 
ENTERTAINMENT: TIMELINE 

 

1900-2000s 
 

Symbols 
 

۩ Theatres     ˟ Works (stage, film and music)     ₪ Industry issues   • People, troupes and acts 
₣   Film 

 

1900 
 

₪ Cato and Co:  Herbert Cato sets up his own theatrical agency in Sydney. 

۩  Gaiety Athletic Club (Sydney):  After operating as the Olympic sporting club for much of the previous eight  

  years the former Guild hall/Gaiety Theatre since becomes the Gaiety Athletic Club in August. Variety  

  entertainment  returns there in addition to sporting programmes from 1902. 

۩ Tivoli Theatre [1] (Adelaide):  Harry Rickards converts the Bijou Theatre into the Tivoli. It opens on 20 June  

  with a company that includes Pope and Sayles, Prof Fred Davys and his Giant Marionettes, Neva Carr-Glynn  

  and Adson, Craydon and Holland.1  

۩ Toowoomba Town Hall [3] (Queensland):  Toowoomba's third Town Hall opens on 12 December. 

˟ Australia; Or, The City of Zero:  (extravaganza) Written especially for Federation by J.C. Williamson and Bernard  

  Espinasse, the story is a fantasy set 100 years in the future - the year 2000. It premieres at Her Majesty's  

  Theatre, Sydney, on 26 December. 
 

 
 

Australis; Or, The City of Zero (Act 1, Scene 2) 

From production program. Fryer Library, University of Queensland. 
 

• T.C. Ambrose: Baritone/actor. A ten-year veteran of the Royal Comic Opera Company (ca. 1887-1897), and  

  occasional entertainer at variety establishments, Thomas Ambrose dies in Sydney's St Vincent's Hospital on 30  

  November from an as yet unestablished cause.  

•   Henry Burton:  The veteran circus proprietor dies at the Dramatic Homes, Melbourne, on 9 March. 

•  Harry Clay:  Tours Queensland with his wife, Katherine, and daughter, Essie, for Walter  Bell's Boer War and  

  London Vaudeville Company. It is to be his last for another manager. 

• The Dartos:  French dancers Francois and Aida Darto (aka Mr and Mrs Chabre) arrived in Australia in December  

  for what will be an 11 month tour of Australasia, initially for George Musgrove and later for Harry Rickards  

  and P.R. Dix (New Zealand).  The couple reportedly raised the bar for partner dance acts, with Aida Darto in  

  particular stunning audiences with her flexibility and grace. 

• Delohery, Craydon and Holland:  The "Australian Trio" disband after performing together for two decades.  

  Tom Delohery settles in Brisbane while James Craydon and Ted Holland briefly form a company with Ernest  

  Sivroni. 

 
1  See Delohery, Craydon and Holland 
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• Percy Dix:  Establishes his New Zealand circuit, with the major centres comprising Auckland, Wellington,  

  Christchurch and Dunedin. 

• Edwin Kelly:  Dies on New Year's Day while in Adelaide with the Myra Kemble company. 

• Kenna's Empire Minstrels:  Regional entrepreneur Richard Kenna assembles a minstrel company to tour parts of  

  New South Wales between ca. April and July. He follows this with two more tours (1901 and 1902).  His artists  

  during this period include: Priscilla Verne, Steve Adson, Ted Holland, James Craydon, Fred Davys, Emil  

  Lazern, Amy Blackie, Wal Cottier and Albert McKisson.   

•   Lance Lenton:  Dies from a fractured skull in Sydney on 25 August. 

• London Bioscope Company:  Band leader, R.W. Oyston, and society entertainer E.H. Stevenson begin presenting  

  their magic lantern and bioscope show in Melbourne from ca. May and soon afterwards take it on tour.  

  Advertisements in early 1901 record that Oyston and A.T. Richards were the proprietors. 

• Orpheus McAdoo:  Dies in Sydney on 17 July.  

• Joseph Raynor:  Actor. Dies in Liverpool, New South Wales, on 12 December.  

• Andrew Torning:  The well-known actor, theatrical manager, painter and volunteer fire brigade founder dies at  

  Manly (Sydney) on 13 April aged 86. 

• Percy Verto:  Conjuror and illusionist Percy Verto makes national headlines in early January after making a  

  daring outside climb along a moving train to warn its guard and drive of a fire. Some twenty people are saved  

  from certain death. The incident occurred shortly after Verto and his vaudeville company had left Broken Hill. 

• Alfred Wyburd:  Having returned to Australia in 1899, the former Bondi Aquarium owner and current lessee of a  

  Coogee hotel dies of pneumonia on 4 September. 
  

 
 

Australasian Stage Annual (1902), 24. 

 

1901 
 

₪ Empire Minstrel and Variety Company:  John Fuller opens a year-long season at the Empire Theatre (also  

  known as the Royal Standard) on 11 March. Over the year the company line-up includes Will Watkins, Will  

  Stevens, Amy Blackie, Lennon Hyman and Lennon, McKisson and Kearns, Ida Rosslyn and Frank York.  

۩ Opera House [2] (Melbourne):  Also known as the New Opera House, Rickards' Opera House, and from 1912 as  

  the Tivoli, this historically significant theatre is opened by lessee Harry Rickards on 18 May with a line-up  

  headed by Marie Lloyd, Alec Hurley, and Noni and Madge Rickards. Rickards also appears on stage for the  

  first five nights. 

• Harry Clay:  Initiates the first of eighteen annual tours through New South Wales and Queensland with his own  

  company, Harry Clay's Waxworks and Vaudeville Company.  

• F.E. Hiscocks:  Dies in Woolloomooloo, Sydney, on 18 July aged 69. 

• James J. Welsh:  Actor dies in Sydney on 10 July. 

• Williamson, Lee and Rial:  J.C. Williamson establishes a temporary firm with Americans Henry Lee and James  

  G. Rial. The venture is only associated with the 1901/1902 tour of the World's Entertainers. 

• World's Entertainers [1]:  Americans Henry Lee and James G. Rial bring a company of American vaudeville  

  artists to Australia in association with J.C. Williamson. After opening in Sydney on 10 August remains in  

  Australia until April 1902 then travels to New Zealand. A second company is formed in February 1902, playing  

  Melbourne, Sydney and select regional centres.  
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1902 
 

₪ Netball:  Harry Rickards introduces netball to his Tivoli patrons in Sydney on 22 February. Although invented and  

  made popular in England, the Tivoli advertisements described the game as "America's latest craze." Its  

  popularity sees the game played on stage in Melbourne and Adelaide, with two interstate series played during  

  the course of the year.  

۩ Alexandra Hall (Toowoomba, Qld):  After opening the venue is used for both community activities and  

  professional touring entertainments, including variety and moving picture shows. 

۩   Bijou Theatre (Perth):  Opens as a live venue, although films are sometimes exhibited. It is renamed the Theatre  

  Royal in 1908. 

۩  Gaiety Athletic Club (Sydney):  The club's management arrange with singer Wally Edwards to present variety  

  entertainment during high profile boxing programmes. Edwards and Bert Howard premiere their Australian  

  Entertainers in September but by year's end Howard in sole charge of the company and variety entertainment.  

  He continues in this role until 1905, then briefly exhibits films in 1906 before moving on.  

• American Vaudeville Company: Acrobat J.D. Ashby (Ashby and Kelly) puts together his own troupe for a tour  

  of New Zealand shortly after Williamson, Lee and Rial's World's Entertainers venture folds. The tour, which  

  begins in early August, includes the newly teamed acrobats Morris and Wilson (Joe Morris and Alf Wilson). 

• Gus Bluett:  Comedian. The son of Fred Bluett is born in Prahran, Melbourne on 23 April.  

• Pagden and Stanley:  Comedian George Pagden and singer Maud Bracey marry in Hobart. Bracey is later known  

  as Kitty Stanley. The couple tour together as a double act (sketch comedians) and solo artists until at least 1926. 

• Will Wynand:  Initially employed as an advance rep for the London Bioscope Company, from March 1902,   

  comedian/singer Will Wynand tours as the feature live act. He continues his association the following year with  

  co-owner A.T. Richards, remaining with Richards' Entertainers for several years. 
 

 

1903 
 

₪ Pushball:  In similar fashion to netball, the American game is introduced to Australians by Harry Rickards. The  

  first exhibition was staged in Sydney at the Tivoli Theatre on 8 March. 

₪ Manly Chute (Sydney):  Built at Steyne Court, Manly, this popular water and amusement park operates over and  

  beyond the summer months and includes regular concerts and variety entertainments. 

• Armstrong and Phillips:  Tom Armstrong and Nat Phillips leave Australia for the USA.  

• Edward Branscombe:  Makes his first tour of Australasia with the Westminster Glee Singers (which he founded  

  in London in 1901). 

•   Harry Clay:  Opens a permanent Sydney suburban circuit, with venues including the Masonic halls in Sydney and  

  North Sydney, St George's Hall (Newtown), and others in Petersham, Balmain and Parramatta.  

• Charles Cogill:  Dies of consumption in San Francisco (USA) on 16 March.  

• Holland's Vaudeville Entertainers:  Ted Holland begins a five-month season in Brisbane, beginning in late  

  November at the Foresters' Hall, Fortitude Valley, before transferring to the Theatre Royal (the leased by Harry  

  Rickards) on 12 December. Holland becomes sub-lessee. The venture also sees him begin his long association  

  with the Queensland capital.  

• Charles Hugo:  The former leader of Hugo's Buffalo Minstrels dies in Auckland, New Zealand, on 5 September  

  from an alcohol-related illness.  

•   Stanley McKay:  Co-founds the Sydney Muffs Amateur Theatrical Society. The company makes its debut at the  

  Criterion Theatre in July with the staging of Henry Hamilton's domestic drama, Harvest. 

•  Mascotte Ralston:  Actress/entertainer. One of three daughters born to actor/singer John Ralston, Marie Mascotte  

  Ralston is born in Woollahra, Sydney. She later becomes a Hollywood actress, appearing in films from the  

  early-1930s through until the mid-1940s. 

• A.T. Richards:  The former co-owner of the London Bioscope Company, A.T. Richards establishes his own  

  company. Eventually known simply as Richards Entertainers it continues operating around Australia, largely in  

  regional areas, until late-1910.  
 

 

1904 
 

₪ Prince's Court (Melbourne):  Built by circus proprietors Tom and Dan Fitzgerald, Australia's first Coney Island- 

  style amusement park is officially opened on 14 December by the Victorian Premier, Thomas Bent. The public  

  are admitted the following day. The park features a Japanese tea house, Chinese-style open-air theatre,  

  miniature train, Canadian water-chute and regular entertainments - including variety artists. 
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₪ The Mutoscope:  Operating on the flick-book principle the Mutoscope is an early film exhibiting device that is  

  viewed by individuals for the price of a coin. William Hollinworth, general manager of the Australasian  

  Mutoscope Company, Sydney, organizes an Australasian vaudeville, Mutuscope and Biotint tour to promote  

  the machine. The tour last only from June to October, however. 

۩   Her Majesty's Theatre (Perth):  Opens on 24 December with the pantomime The Forty Thieves.  Built primarily  

  for theatrical enterprises, including vaudeville, the theatre was nevertheless also used to exhibit films at various  

  times. Major lessees included William Anderson, Edwin Geach and T.J. West (1900s) and Fullers' Theatres  

  (1920s). 

۩ King's Theatre (Fremantle):  Originally conceived as a lyric theatre, and opened on 27 September as the  

  Dalkeith Opera House it is soon afterwards renamed the King's Theatre. Under this name it serves as a multi- 

  purpose venue until closed down in 1920. 

۩ Manchester Unity Hall (Newtown, Sydney):  Built on the site of Oddfellows' Hall (1868-1903) at 12-14  

  Enmore Road, this three storey structure serves as both a picture and a vaudeville house up until around 1908.  

• Will Alma:  Magician. The son of magician Oswald Bishop (aka Alma the Mysterious and Pharos among other  

  names), William George Bishop is born in Melbourne. He later takes Alma as his professional name. 

•  F.M. Clark:  Begins his association with the Gaiety Theatre, Melbourne. He  

   continues to show there with his New Folly Company through until at least  

   1906. In 1905 he operates simultaneous shows in Sydney (Queen's Theatre)  

   and sends companies to Adelaide (Tivoli Theatre) and Broken Hill (Crystal  

   Theatre).   

• Clark and Shine's All-Star Co:  American entrepreneur Frank Clark and  

   English comedian briefly join forces mid-year to take a company to Ballarat  

   in regional Victoria.  

• Harry Primrose's London Pierrots: Banjoist/comedian Harry Primrose and  

   pianist Bert Roultson travel from Britain to Sydney, arriving in late- 

   November. Within a few weeks they debut the London Pierrots at Manly's  

   Ocean Beach with two local singers. A pioneer of alfresco pierrot   

   entertainment in Australasia, Primrose and his troupe remains active in the  

   region until 1909. 

• Nat Clifford:  US-born comedian, dame and songwriter Nat Clifford comes to  

   Australia for the first under contract to Harry Rickards. He returns to tour  

   the country over the years 1910-11 for Rickards, William Anderson and  

   James Brennan. During these tours he writes songs for many local artists. 
•  George Edwards:  Travels to the United Kingdom where he spends some three  

   years as a professional actor. During this period he spends time in London  

   under the direction of British impresario George Edwardes. 

• English Pierrot Entertainers:  English society entertainers Will and Rob Thomas debut their show in Australia at  

  St James Theatre, Sydney on 4 April. Presenting an entire show of humorous and sentimental songs and  

  instrumentals (including coon songs and banjo solos), musical and humorous sketches and recitals, monologues  

  and illustrated lecturettes, the troupe remains in the Australasian region until 1920.  

• Stan Foley:  Comedian. Best known as "Stud" Foley throughout his long career, Stan Foley is born in the central-  

  west Queensland town of Tambo. 

• Holland's Entertainers:  Undertakes its first regional Queensland tour. Ted Holland sends several companies  

  through areas of the state over the next three or so years, as well as brief tours of Northern New South Wales.   

• Mel. B. Spurr:  English comedian and monologue entertainer Mel. B. Spurr dies suddenly on 26 September in  

  Melbourne from diabetes. He had been brought to Australia in October the previous year by Herbert Flemming. 

• Will Watkins:  The English-born comedian/singer dies in Christchurch, New Zealand on 5 October of  

  consumption. He was aged either 37 or 38 years. For the previous six years he had worked almost exclusively  

  for John Fuller and Sons in both New Zealand and Australia. 

•  J.C. Williamson and George Tallis: Williamson and his Melbourne manager become partners. 

• Anona Winn:  Singer, entertainer. Anona Edna Winn-Wilkins is born in Sydney. After moving to Britain in 1927  

  she finds much success on the stage (in musical comedy, operetta, pantomime and music hall), in radio, film  

  and television and also as a recording artist. 
 

 

1905 
 

₪ Holland and St John:  Although Ted Holland and Percy St John did not formalise a partnership until 1911, the  

  two entrepreneurs were associated with each other as lessee (St John) and sub-lessee (Holland) at the Theatre  

  Royal, Brisbane. This came about after Harry Rickards let his lease expire and the theatre was taken over by St  

  John.   

F.M. Clark in blackface. 

Queensland Figaro (Brisbane) 

11 Feb. 1888, 257. 
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• S.S. Decoy (Perth): The former barge towing paddle steamer (from the Murray River, South Australia, is acquired 

  by the Swan River Excursion Company of Perth and quickly converted into a pleasure craft. It operates from 21 

  October 1905 until early February 1909.   

₪ The Theatre Magazine:  Initially published as The Theatre: An  

  Illustrated Monthly Devoted to the Dramatic Arts, the magazine  

  focuses primarily on legitimate theatre but does include regular  

news items on the variety industry. In 1913 it begins publishing a 

special variety section called "The Month in Vaudeville." 

₪ Urbanora Bioscope Company:  Harry Rickards, having purchased  

the company in England earlier in the year, debuts it at his Sydney  

Tivoli on 27 December. The company tours the Tivoli circuit well  

into 1906. 

۩ Masonic Hall (North Sydney):  Businessman Ernest Needs purchases  

the venue and soon afterwards remodels and refurnishes it.  

۩ Yorketown Town Hall (South Australia):   Officially opens on 4  

  October. The first recorded variety entertainment is given by the  

Four Darmodies in November. It later hosts such troupes as  

World's Electric Light Entertainers, a Christy's Minstrels 

company, and Austral Players Vaudeville Co. In the early 1930s,  

three musical comedies by A.E. Balnaves are premiere at the hall. 

• William Butland: Music director, conductor, pianist, composer,  

  arranger, orchestra leader. Largely associated with  Brisbane  

  during his long career, Will Butland gets his first big career break  

  touring Queensland for Ted Holland. He remains with Holland  

  (and later Holland and St John) until 1917. 

•    Leon Caron:  Dies in Sydney, aged fifty-five. 

• Percy Dix:  Moves back to Australia and soon afterwards forms a business partnership with Reuben Baker. Based  

  in Newcastle, they establish a circuit in the Hunter Valley region of New South Wales and initially tour a  

  company known as Dix-Baker's Royal Entertainers. 

•  C. Post Mason:  The American baritone (born Charles Post Doutney) arrives in Australia with Harry Rickards in  

  early November and makes his Australian debut at Melbourne's Opera House on the 11th. His popularity with  

  audiences see him remain in the country for a decade.  

• Molly Raynor:  Actress, singer, dancer. Born 5 June in Dunedin, New Zealand, Raynor tours with the Cheer-Oh  

  Girls concert party between 1921 and 1926 and later establishes a successful career on the stage and in film  

  in both Australia and Britain. 

• Charles Sudholz:  The manager of J.C. Williamson's Bio-Tableau company, Sudholz purchases the equipment  

  from the Firm in October and the following month mounts a tour under his own management. His Bio-Tableau  

  and World's Entertainers criss-crosses the continent until mid-1908.  

• Theodore: Makes possibly his first professional appearance (as a juggler) on 20 December as part of the  

  entertainment put on for members of Loyal Cosmopolitan Lodge (Port Melbourne). During the course of the  

  next 45 years his performances involve anything from magic, juggling, sharp-shooting, hypnotism, mind- 

  reading, contortionism, ventriloquim, shadowgraphy, lightning sketches, and escapology,  

• Verto's Biotint and Novelty Company:  Established in early 1905, not long after Percy and Millie Verto leave the  

  Mutoscope Vaudeville Company, Verto's Biotint and Novelty Company tours regional New South Wales and  

  Queensland on a regular basis until 1911. 
 

 

1906 
 

₪ Wonderland City (Tamarama Bay, Sydney):  William Anderson's "Coney Island of Australia" is opened on 1  

  December on the site of the old Bondi Aquarium. 

₪ Dreamland (St Kilda, Melbourne):  Built by E.S. Salambo (Dreamland Amusement Co Pty Ltd), Melbourne's  

  (and Australia's) second Coney Island-style amusement park is officially opened on 2 November 1906 by the  

  Hon. Thomas Bent. In addition to the usual amusement park features the management engaged vaudeville  

  entertainments. 

۩ Alhambra Theatre (Sydney):  Antonio and Caroline Pugliese (Pugliese Enterprises) take over the lease. They  

  remain at the theatre until at least 1921.   

۩ Gaiety Vaudeville Co (Melbourne): Having served as representative and manager for F.M. Clark's New Folly's  

  venture at the Gaiety Theatre (1905/06), Joe Solomons takes over the company's reigns in August, renaming it  

  the Gaiety Vaudeville Co. The company continues unabated until October 1907. 
 

 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) June 1916. 
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۩  The Hippodrome (Adelaide):  Opens on 27 October 1906 under the management of Lennon, Hyman, Lennon.  

  The venue is initially used for both circus and vaudeville. It is later converted into a cinema and renamed the  

  Royal Pictures (1908) and Empire (1909). 

۩  National Amphitheatre (Sydney):  Having taken up the lease of the National Sporting Club (73 Castlereagh St),  

  James Brennan  converts the building in a vaudeville house - the National Amphitheatre. It opens on Boxing  

  Day. 

۩ Yorketown Town Hall (South Australia):  Bruce's Cinematograph and Vaudeville Company put on one of the  

  hall's earliest pictures and variety shows. 

• Dan Barry:  Although best known around Australia as a dramatic actor and manager, Dan Barry tours two bio- 

  pictures and vaudeville companies under the banner of Dan Barry's World-Wide Wonder Show in 1906 and  

  1907. The first company makes its debut in regional Victoria in early-October, the second in Hobart on  

  Boxing Day. The final Wonder Shows are staged in August-1907. 

• E.J Carroll:  Edward Carroll begins his career in the entertainment industry by buying the Queensland exhibition  

  rights to J. and N. Tait's moving pictures, including The Story of the Kelly Gang. 

• Les Coney:  "Australia's juvenile comedian" makes his professional debut on 1 September (aged 15) with the  

  Gaiety Vaudeville Co at Melbourne's Gaiety Theatre.  The nephew of Fred Bluett, he has already been  

  performing as an amateur around Melbourne from the age of 11 and will still be active as an entertainer in the  

  mid-1940s.  

• Sidney Cook:  Having left the Salvation Army's film unit, Sidney Cook goes out on his own as a filmmaker and  

  exhibitor, becoming in the process Australia's most prolific filmmaker of the early twentieth century (mainly  

  filming regional towns and significant natural and social events). Cook's  Pictures is also later involved in  

  variety entertainment. 

•   George Coppin:  Dies on 14 March in Melbourne, aged eighty-six. 

• Madame Flaro (aka May Bryant): Following tour with Kemp's Wild Australian Buckjumpers in 1906 Jack  

  Bryant and his wife, May, originate an act known as "Madame Flaro the Human Comet" (aka "The Human  

  Firefly." Protected only by a thick canvas suit, Bryant performs novelty tricks while on fire before sliding down  

  a 600 ft (180m) wire totally enveloped in flames.  

• G.B.W. Lewis:  Dies in Melbourne's Alfred Hospital on 18 July 1906. 

• Little Gulliver:  The 28 year-old eccentric comedian, singer, dancer dies of pneumonia in Dunedin, New Zealand  

  on 11 January while a member of John F. Sheridan's company.  He is three days shy of his next birthday. 

• C. Post Mason:  Marries Queensland girl Rose Moran. The couple have four children together. 

• Mascotte Ralston:  Actress (stage, radio and film), musician, singer. One of actor John Ralston's three daughters,  

  is born Marie Mascotte Ralston in Woollahra, Sydney.  

• Lily Rockley:  The juvenile performer begins working and touring with her father, comedian Wal Rockley. Father  

  and daughter continue their joint careers until 1914. 

• Scott and Wallace: George Wallace [Snr] and his brother-in-law, George Scott, end their partnership following  an  

  engagement in Perth with dramatic actor Howard Edie. Wallace works for several years as a solo comedian  

  before  retiring from the stage, while Scott briefly presents a buck and wing/patter act with his younger brother. 

 
 

1907 
 

₪ Australian Variety Artists' Association:  The Sydney branch is officially opened on 9 May, with Bert Rache  

  elected president. A Melbourne branch had been established by Sam Gale earlier (possible in 1906). 

۩ Cremorne Theatre and Gardens (Kalgoorlie, WA):  Opens under the lesseeship of Harry Rickards on 21  

  January.  

۩ Tivoli Gardens and Theatre (Hamilton, Brisbane):  Bella Sutherland's first Tivoli Gardens is situated opposite  

  Toombul Wharf at the Breakfast Creek end of Hamilton Road. It opens on 30 March with a company headlined  

  by Ward Lear. Two weeks later Sutherland relocates the tent to a vacant block of land near the city's Botanic  

  Gardens and a fortnight later transports it back to the Hamilton Road site. It does not reopen after the winter  

  closure. 

• Elsie Bates and Arthur Morley:  The two entertainers marry at St Peters, Darlinghurst, in Sydney on 8 May. 

• William Horace Bent:  One of Australia's greatest comedians dies in a Melbourne hospital in September. 

• Herbert Boland:  Takes control of the Crown Theatre, Wollongong (New South Wales), at age 22. He soon  

  afterwards establishes a regional South Coast circuit of cinemas/theatres.  

• Bruce Drysdale's Citizens' Concerts: Emerging comedian Bruce Drysdale establishes his Citizens' Concerts at  

  the Prahran Town Hall, Melbourne in March. He later shows in St Kilda, Colac and Geelong and then retires the  

  concerts in late-October in order to become a professional variety artist. 

• George Edwards:  Returns to Australia to appear in J.C. Williamson's musical comedies. 

• Fullers (NZ):  With Benjamin Fuller and John Fuller Jnr taking increasing control of the family company they  

  begin to expand their New Zealand activities by exhibiting films as part of their vaudeville programmes. 
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• Dot Ireland:  After beginning her professional career as a dancer Ireland changes her act and quickly becomes  

  known as Australia's champion "juvenile" or "lady" ball puncher. 

• Lesso and Rexo: Charles Rexo (aka Charles Griffin) and Thomas Lesso come together as a vaudeville juggling  

  act. They make their debut in Newcastle on 31 March for Ted Holland, and remain a partnership until late the  

  following year. 

• Tom Liddiard:  The former singer, actor, lessee/manager and film advance agent founds his Lilliputian company  

  in Melbourne in 1907 for a tour of the East. The troupe remains overseas until 1910. 
 

 

1908 
 

₪ British Bioscope Company (Rockhampton):  George Birch establishes Rockhampton's first moving picture  

  venue in December 1908 with his British Bioscope Company. Under this banner he presents regular weekly  

  entertainments at the Theatre Royal for just over five. He also takes the company to other towns in the region. 

₪ Green Room Club (Melbourne):  Bert Bailey, George Dean and J. Staverdale co-founded Australia's first Green  

  Room Club as a means of supporting and advancing the local (and Australian) theatrical profession through  

  social activities. Its longest-serving President is Robert McLeish (32 years). 

₪ Summer Continentals (Brisbane):   E.J. Carroll begins his regular variety and film entertainments in September.  

  They are staged at Woolloongabba Cricket Ground (Wednesdays) and at the Exhibition Grounds (Saturdays) up  

  until mid-April. Also known as Carroll's Continentals, the shows are revived for the 1909/1910 season. Their  

  popularity leads to similar shows being staged in other Brisbane suburbs and in Ipswich. 

۩ Dutton Park Garden Theatre (Brisbane):  Built by the Brisbane Tramways Company on the former Dutton  Park  

  Reserve, the Gardens includes a pavilion. In 1909 Roderic McCallum introduces twice weekly concerts, film  

  and variety entertainments here over  the warmer months.  

۩ Enmore Theatre (Newtown, Sydney):  Built by the Szarka brothers as a picture house, the Enmore Theatre is later  

   also used for live theatre. As of 2013 it is the longest running live music venue still  operational in New South  

   Wales. 

۩ King's Theatre (Melbourne):  Built by William Anderson the King's Theatre initially serves as a house for  

  Anderson's melodrama companies. After he is forced to sell the theatre it is leased by various firms (including  

  the Taits, J.C. Williamson's and Carroll-Fuller) and used for drama, pantomimes, variety and eventually film. 

۩ Royal Standard (Sydney):  Harry Clay begins leasing the venue for Saturday and Monday shows. It soon  

  becomes  known as Clay's Standard. 

۩ Trocadero Hall (Newtown, Sydney):  Formerly the Trocadero and Academie de Musique (1889), and later a  

  skating rink, the Trocadero was revived as a picture and vaudeville house in 1908. From 1917 the venue appears  

  to have returned to its former use as a skating rink.   

• Dan Barry:  The former actor, theatrical manager, director/producer, journalist, dramatist dies at his home in  

  Walters Street, Hawksburn (Melbourne) on 1 July. Although best known as one of Australia's leading actor/  

  managers Barry also dabbled in film and vaudeville in his later years. 

•   Alfred Dampier:  Dies in Sydney, aged sixty-one. 

• Delavale and Gilbert:  Ern Delavale and Will Gilbert (The Gilberts) begin their partnership working for James  

  Brennan.  

• Ern Delavale and Lily Vockler: The two emerging vaudeville entertainers marry in Melbourne. 

• Dan Carroll:  Becomes a partner with his older brother Edward after having been employed by E. Rich and Co.  

  Ltd in Brisbane since 1903. 

• Gerry Connolly:  Entertainer, band leader, radio host. The youngest of three children born to entertainers Gerald  

  Shaw and Mary Connolly, Gerry Connolly was born in Sydney. His siblings, Keith and Gladys, become known  

  professionally as Keith Connolly and Gladys Shaw. 

• Drysdale & Faye: The newly-turned professional comic Bruce Drysdale and the more experienced soubrette  

  Phyllis Faye link up as onstage and off-stage parteners 

• Lulu Eugene and Will Wynand: The popular serio/dancer and comedian marry.  

• Charles Fredericksen:  Begins his 48 years as a Melbourne spruiker at St George's Hall, Bourke Street. He  

  remains there when the site becomes Hoyts De Luxe and later the Esquire.  

• Jones's Mammoth Moving Theatre:  One of the pioneers of tent theatres in Australia, (and possibly the first to  

  present entirely vaudeville), George H. Jones begins his new venture in May.  

• John N. McCallum:  Organises Edward Branscombe's season at Her Majesty's Theatre (Brisbane), thereby  

  beginning an association that will lead to him managing and later owning  the Cremorne Theatre. 

• Fred Parsons:  Stage, television and radio scriptwriter. The son of a Yorkshire parson, Fred Parsons is born in  

  England.  

• John F. Sheridan:  Female impersonator/actor/writer. Dies in Newcastle, New South Wales, on Christmas Day. 
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1909 
 

₪ Apache Dance:  Is performed live in Australia for the first time by Bert Gilbert and Lottie Sargent in the musical  

  comedy King of Cadonia. Australians had seen the danced performed on film from 1908, however. 

₪ Birch and Carroll (Queensland):  E.J. Carroll and Dan Carroll join forces with George Birch and begin building a  

  Queensland regional theatre and cinema circuit that will eventually become known as Birch, Carroll and Coyle. 

₪ Lyceum Pictures Ltd:  Victor C. Black (Lyceum Pictures Ltd) establishes the Lyceum Pictures and Singers at the  

  Charters Towers School of Arts from 16 June. The business is acquired by Birch and Carroll in March and the  

  Lyceum winds down its operations in early April. 

₪ North's Vaudeville Company:  Begins staging Saturday night concerts at the South Melbourne Town Hall and  

  Prahran Town beginning May (under the name North's Concerts). Over the summer months shows are held at a  

  beach theatre in Middle Park. The concerts continue up until late-1911.  

₪ Olympia Pictures:  The trading name used by George Birch and E.J. Carroll for some of their entertainment  

  operations in Queensland, Olympia Pictures was at some stage legally registered throughout Queensland as the  

  Olympia Amusement Co. The Olympia name was adopted by Birch and Carroll via their first venture as  

  partners - at the Olympia Skating Rink in Charters Towers. The pair opened the venture on 4 October 1909.  

۩ Arcadia Theatre (Adelaide):  Opens. 

۩ Empire Theatre (Adelaide):  Opens on 10 April with a film and vaudeville bill. Although primarily a cinema  

  over the next four decades the Empire is nevertheless used as a vaudeville venue on many occasions. 

۩ Hippodrome (Sydney):  Wirth's Circus opens for a season on part of the site formerly known as the Belmore  

  Markets (in the  Haymarket end of George Street). The company soon afterwards takes a 21 years lease on the  

  site. A permanent building is erected in 1916. 

۩ Olympia Skating Rink (Charters Towers, Qld):  Opens on 1 July 1909. It briefly houses moving pictures and  

  vaudeville, mostly under the management of George Birch and E.J. Carroll (1909-1910).  

• Belle Bluett:  The second child (and eldest daughter) of Fred Bluett is born. She becomes a prominent member of  

  the chorus for J.C. Williamson's and Ernest C. Rolls in the late-1929s and 1930s. 

• Edward Branscombe:  Returns to Australia with his Jesters troupe (formerly known as the Scarlet Troubadours). 

  Comprising five male and three female artists, the company's debut is in St Kilda, Melbourne, on 9 November.  

• George P. Carey:  Actor, comedian , stage manager, director. Dies in St Vincent's Hospital Sydney on 28 April, a  

  few weeks short of his 57th birthday.  

• Freda Cuthbert:  Australia's first "Queen of the Salome Dance," performs the dance for the first time at  

  Kreitmayer's Waxworks in Bourke Street, Melbourne, on 10 February. Her later career is largely associated  

  with dogs, and  notably the Day in Dogtown Company (1922-ca.1936). 

• Bobby Helpman: Dancer, actor, choreographer, director. Born in Mount Gambier South Australia on 9 April.  

  Later known internationally as Sir Robert Helpmann. 

• Tommy Hudson:  Dies in Bournemouth, England. 

• Stella Lamond:  Born in Sydney on 12 March to actress Stella Cofey and Colin Lamond (a one-time mayor of  

  Waterloo. 

• George Lauri:  Commits suicide on 5 January after a prolong period of mental illness. He leaves behind his wife,  

  Marietta Nash, and son George Jnr. 

• Joe Lawman:  Born near Glen Innes on 21 December. 

 

Enmore Theatre, Enmore, New South Wales 

Newtown Jubilee Souvenir (1912), 199. 
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• The Lessos:  Juggler Thomas Lesso and his wife Nellie (aka Nellie Duckworth) leave Australia for America mid- 

  year and remain overseas for some three years - mostly touring the US vaudeville circuits but also spending  

  some time in England. They later return to the USA briefly during the period 1913/1914.  

•   Stanley McKay:  Produces the Walter Bentley Hamlet season at the Criterion Theatre, Sydney (beginning 13  

  July).  It is the start of his  long career as an entrepreneur.  

• Harry Shine:  The well-known English-born, but Australian-resident comedian dies in St Vincent's Hospital after  

  a lengthy illness. He is aged only 38. 

• Nell Stirling:  Best known during her career as the lead actress for the George Edwards Players, Nell Stirling is  

  born Helen Dorothy Malgrom at Summer Hill, Sydney, on 22 August.  
 

 

1910 
 

₪ Australian Federated Stage Employees' Association:  The A.F.S.E.A. is established. It is later known as the  

  Australian Federated Theatrical Employees' Association (1912) Australian Theatrical and Amusement  

  Employees' Association (1914). 

₪ J.C. Williamsons Ltd:  The "Firm" is founded as a proprietary company by J.C. Williamson, George Tallis and  

  Gustav Ramaciotti (managing director). 

۩ Earl's Court (Rockhampton, Qld):  Opens on 24 September with George Birch in attendance. The 1500 seat  

  venue, which becomes part of the Birch and Carroll chain, which initially comprises both an open-air and  

  enclosed  section, is used for both film and live theatre. 

۩   Empire Theatre (Port Adelaide):  Opens on 7 November under the management of Lennon, Hyman, Lennon.  

  The theatre is acquired by Dan Clifford in 1920 and becomes the Star Theatre in 1922. Under Clifford's  

  management the Star Pictures chain regularly employs vaudeville artists as "between films" entertainment  

  during the late-1910s and 1920s. 

۩ The Stadium (Charters Towers, Qld):  Later known as the Olympia Theatre (and perhaps best associated with  

  Birch and Carroll), this long-running venue opens on as a boxing stadium on 7 May 1910. It is soon afterwards  

  used as a venue for moving pictures and vaudeville. 

• William Anderson:  Enters the motion picture business, producing film versions of The Squatter’s Daughter and  

  The Christian. 

• Armstrong and Verne:  Tom Armstrong returns to Australia with new partner Priscilla Verne after having spent  

  around eight years overseas. 

•   Edward Branscombe:  Begins an eight year association with Adelaide's Exhibition Gardens, operating his  

  Dandies troupe there over the spring, summer and autumn periods. The management of the troupes during that  

  time is in the hands of comedian Claude Dampier [see also The Dandies below, 1910].  

• Ben Calvert:  Singer. Royal Academy of London-trained singer Ben Calvert arrives in Australia to tour with  

  Edward Branscombe's Jesters (having toured internationally for 12 months with the entrepreneur's Scarlet  

  Troubadours). Apart from touring New Zealand Calvert remains Australia, with wife Florence Henderson,   

  until his death in 1938. 

• Jack Cannot:  Arrives in Australia under contract to J.C. Williamson's. Later a big star on the Tivoli circuit he  

  remains in the country until his death in 1929.  

• Drysdale & Faye: Bruce Drysdale and Phyllis Faye tie the knot after several years touring together with Webber's  

  Entertainers (1908) and on Harry Clay's suburban Sydney circuit (1909/1910). 

• Tait's Variety Entertainers:  J. and N. Tait begin a two-month season at His Majesty's Theatre, Geelong  

  (Victoria) on 18 June in conjunction with moving pictures. Among the  performers engaged are Ella Airlie, Joe  

  Archer, Essie Jennings, Harry Graham, Will Dyson, Lilas Birt, Daisy Silvester, George Walton ("Australia's  

  Little Tich"), Walter Melrose, and Wal Rockley and Lily Rockley. The season ends on 8 August.  

• Jules Garrison and His Two Roman Maids:  American raconteur Jules Garrison arrives in Australia under  

  contract to James Brennan with Annette Coleman and Lola Hunt. They soon afterwards tour the Fullers' New  

  Zealand circuit for a year before returning to Australia. Lola Hunt remains in Australia after Garrison leaves the  

  region in mid-1914. 

• F.M. Clark:  Returns to the USA leaving behind his wife and children. Harry Rickards later puts on a benefit for  

  the children after their mother dies. Clark appears in the first of almost 200 Hollywood films the following year.  

• Claude Dampier:  Arrives in Australia with his wife Irene Vere under contract to Edward Branscombe. They  

  make their debut in Adelaide with the Dandies.  

• The Dandies:  Edward Branscombe changes the name of his Jesters troupe to better reflect the high quality  

  entertainment offered). The first known Dandies season is at the Exhibition Gardens, Adelaide (2 Nov. -).  

  Branscombe later tours up to six different Dandies companies (each is identified by a different colour). [see also  

  Edward Branscombe above, 1910] 
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• Florence Henderson:  Singer. Arrives in Australia to tour Edward Branscombe's Jesters, and future husband Ben  

  Calvert (having toured internationally for 12 months with the entrepreneur's Scarlet Troubadours). Apart from  

  touring New Zealand Henderson remains Australia until her death in 1945.  

• Liddiard's Lillipuitians:  Having spent a little over two years touring the East, the last of Australia's Lilliputian  

  companies to tour overseas returns to Australia. It subsequently tours the country for another two years before  

  its owner, Tom Liddiard, retires. 

• Merry Mascottes:  Put together by A.L. Baird and headed by English entertainer George Whitehead, the Merry  

  Mascottes's debuts at Manly, Sydney, late-November and later plays regional Queensland and Adelaide before  

  being reorganised as the Punchinellos [1]. Will Raynor, Courtney Ford, Ivy Davis, Albert and Maud Bletsoe,   

  Harry Graham, and Grace Quine are among the performers engaged. 

•    Stanley McKay:  Begins touring his pantomime company under canvas. 

•  Gladys Moncrieff:  The emerging singer is engaged by Birch and Carroll to be the live entertainment for the  

  opening of their Charters Towers operations (Olympia Skating Rink) on 4 October. She remains at the venue for  

  two weeks. 

• Cliff O'Keefe:  New Zealand-born operatic singer Cliff O'Keefe comes to Australia to appear with J.C.  

  Williamson's Royal Opera Company, but later established a successful career in vaudeville and radio. 

• Harry Primrose: A pioneer of alfresco pierrot entertainment in Australia, banjoist and comedian Harry Primrose  

  dies unexpectedly in Napier, New Zealand on 27 May. 

• Beaumont Read:  The American-born alto singer (b 1833) dies at Unley Park, Adelaide, on 5 January aged 76. 

• A.T. Richards:  The film and vaudeville showman disbands his touring company, Richards' Entertainers, and  

  opens the Fiveways Picture Gardens in Brisbane's Woolloongabba with Queensland-based film showman  

  Sydney Cook. The venture continues until January 1924.  

• The Wanderers:   Another of George Stephenson's English musical comedy companies, the troupe arrives in  

  Australia in the mid year having come via South Africa. Local performers are later engaged. The troupe's    

  presence  in the Australasian region continues through until early-1914. 

• William Anderson's London Vaudeville Stars:  Following the enormous success of his Babes in the Wood  

  pantomime (1909/1910) Anderson puts together a specially selected vaudeville company from the Melbourne  

  production.  After debuting in Newcastle on 3 May the company plays an extended season in Sydney, followed  

  thereafter by a short tour of regional Victoria. 
  

 

 

1911 
 

₪ Brennan's Amphitheatres Ltd:  Established by James Brennan. 

₪ J.C. Williamsons Ltd:  The "Firm" absorbs Clarke and Meynell Pty Ltd (formerly owned by Sir Rupert Clarke  

  and Clyde Meynell). J.C. Williamson becomes the company's governing director. 

₪ Landow's Entertainers:  Mercantile businessman Jacky Landow begins his career as a vaudeville showman,  

  opening up a circuit in Sydney's south and South-west suburbs. 

۩   Adelphi Theatre (Sydney):  Opens under the management of George Marlow. The theatre is later known as the  

  Grand Opera House (1916) and New Tivoli (1932). 

۩ Coliseum Theatre (North Sydney):  Opens under the management of J.C. Bain. 

۩   Cremorne Gardens (Brisbane):  Built and opened by Edward Branscombe. Later known as the Cremorne  

  Theatre. 

۩   Eden Gardens (Manly, Sydney):  Built as an open-air venue for local theatricals.  

۩   Empire Theatre (Brisbane):  Opened by Ted Holland and Percy St John. Later known as the St James (1933-65)  

  and Paris (1965-86). 

۩ Empire Theatre (Toowoomba, Qld):  Toowoomba's first purpose-built cinema (also the largest in regional  

  Australia) opens on 29 June with film and vaudeville. It eventually closes as a venue in 1971 but is restored by  

  the local council, reopening in 1997. 

۩ King's Theatre (Adelaide):  Opens on 28 February with Edward Branscombe's "Costume Musical Comedy  

  Company" (better known as The Dandies). 

۩ Melrose Gardens (Perth):  Opened on 11 February  

  by  lessee T.J. West, the Melrose is initially an  

  open- air picture theatre (known as Melrose  

  Gardens). By the end of the year it has been  

  converted into a vaudeville house (the Melrose  

  Theatre). It is later  known as the Prince of Wales  

  (ca. 1921). It later operates as a picture house. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Melrose Gardens (Perth) 

WA Cinemaweb. 
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۩   Olympia Theatre (Perth):  Built by Edward Branscombe as an outdoor summer venue for his Dandies circuit, the  

  venue opens as the Olympia Gardens on 31 October.  

۩  Princess Theatre (Launceston, Tas):  Located at 57 Brisbane St, and built by Marino Lucas, the Princess opens on  

  30 August as a picture house. Vaudeville supports are introduced soon afterwards, but abandoned from  

  November when the theatre is leased by film exhibiter Cousens Spencer. Pictures and vaudeville entertainments  

  return in the mid-1920s.  

۩  Princess Theatre (Sydney):  Opens as the Bijou Picture Theatre by West's Pictures. Later in the year it is  

  converted into a vaudeville house (as the Princess). The first lessee is J.C. Bain. 

۩ Shaftesbury Theatre (Perth):  Opens on 11 March as the Shaftesbury Picture Gardens. The venue  becomes a  

  closed-in cinema and vaudeville theatre in 1913 and a vaudeville-only house from 1918. Known as  the Luxor  

  Theatre between 1925-36, it operates as a cinema in 1936, and becomes the Tivoli in the 1940s.  

۩ Theatre Royal (Hobart):  The interior is gutted and rebuilt to plans by architect William Pitt. 

۩ Tivoli Gardens [2] (Hamilton, Brisbane):  Bella Sutherland takes over the lease of the Hamilton Band Stand and  

  renames the outdoor venue the Tivoli Gardens. It opens on 30 September but operates for this first summer  

  season under the direction of  C.W. Watts and Mark Truscott.  

• Clyde Cook: Soon after finishing up with Jack and the Beanstalk, Cook and his mother travel to Britain where he  

  eventually breaks into hugely competitive music hall industry. 

• Maude Courtney and Mr C:  The "conquerors of fun" (aka the "dainty girl and talented tenor") make their  

  Australian debut in Brisbane on 28 December under the management of James Brennan. 

• Edward Branscombe's Dandies:  After bringing his Jesters troupe to around Australia in 1909 Edward  

  Branscombe establishes several new troupes which he renames The Dandies so as to better reflect their elegant  

  style of costume entertainment. Each troupe is designated by a different colour. 

•  Albert Lucas:  The eminent actor, and occasional vaudeville performer dies ca. October. 

• John N. McCallum:  Begins his long association with the Cremorne Theatre (Brisbane) as manager (under owner  

  Edward Branscombe). 

• Punchinellos [1]:  Formed out of the Merry Mascottes by J.D. Pilcher, the Punchinellos debut at Manly (Sydney)  

  on 7 Octoberand late play Brisbane (twice), the Darling Downs (twice), New Zealand, regional Queensland and  

  Sydney before disbanding in late-1913. Over the next two years the line-up features Albert and Maud Bletsoe,  

  Will Raynor, Percy McKay, Reg Harrison, and Frank Hawthorne among others. 

• Harry Rickards:  While searching for new artists to bring back to Australia, Rickards dies on 13 October. His  

  remains are returned to Sydney for burial. He is interred in the Waverley Cemetery.  

• Frank Thring (Snr):  Establishes the Biograph Pictures Company in Tasmania. 

• Percy Verto:  The New Zealand-born magician and his wife, Madam Verto, briefly settle in Cairns where they  

  build the Lyric Theatre and operate a picture show. They leave the North Queensland town the following year  

  to tour the East. 
 

1912 
 

₣ Percy Gets a Job:  With its scenario written by W.S. Percy, the comic short is given its premiere at Sydney's   

  Victoria Theatre on 29 April 1912. It is known to have been still been screening in regional centres as late as  

  December that same year. 

₪ Australian Vaudeville Artists' Federation:  Members of the various state branches of the A.V.A.A. vote in  

  January to form a national organisation, with the objective of eventually becoming a registered union.  

₪ Bailey & Grant: Bert Bailey, Edmund Duggan and Julius Grant found the Bert Bailey Dramatic Company (later  

  Bailey & Grant). Although best remembered for the bush comedy, On Our Selection (1912) and its sequel  

  Grandad Rudd (1915) the firm later have success with four pantomimes staged in association with J. and N.  

  Tait - Aladdin (1917), Jack and Jill (1918), Mother Hubbard (1919), and Sinbad the Sailor (1920).  

₪ Birch, Carroll & Coyle (Queensland):  E.J. Carroll, Dan Carroll and George Birch amalgamate their operations  

  at the Olympia Theatre (Charters Towers) with T.V. Coyle in October. This joint venture eventually leads to the  

  partnership and later the company known as Birch, Carroll and Coyle.   

₪  Brennan-Fuller:  James Brennan sells his vaudeville circuit and operations to Benjamin and John Fuller. The  

  company trades as  Brennan-Fuller until 1915, after which it is known as Fullers' Theatres Ltd. 

₪ Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres:  Following Harry Rickards death the previous year, Hugh D. McIntosh forms  

  a syndicate and purchases the Tivoli circuit from the entrepreneur's heirs. Re-branded Harry Rickards' Tivoli  

  Theatres, the new organisation begins operating with McIntosh as its general manager. 

۩ Arcadia Theatre (Lewisham, Sydney): Situated some fifty yards from Lewisham Railway Station, the Arcadia  

  opens sometime during March (as the Lewisham Theatre.). That same year Jack Landow and J.C. Bain both  

  lease the theatre one night a week as part of their suburban vaudeville circuits. It is renamed the Arcadia in  

  December.  

۩  Arcadia Theatre [2] (St Kilda, Melbourne):  Opens under the management of Edward Branscombe.  
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۩ Bohemia Theatre (Brisbane):  Initially an open-air multi-purpose venue (including boxing stadium) it becomes a  

  popular venue for variety in the late 1910s. 

۩  Brennan's Amphitheatre (Melbourne):  Built by James Brennan and opened on 6 April, the 2,000 seat venue is  

  renamed the National Amphitheatre in 1912.  It is later known as the Palace (1916), the Apollo cinema (1934),  

  St James (1941) and Metro (1971). Renamed the Palace Theatre in 1974 it continues to operate as a live venue.   

۩ Eden Gardens (Manly, Sydney):  Edward Branscombe takes over the lease for his Dandies circuit. 

۩ Empire Theatre (Brunswick, Melbourne):  Built on the site formerly occupied by Johnson and Gibson's  

  Pictureland, the Empire opens on 27 June. Its management routinely presents a mix of live acts and film until  

  at least the late-1910s. By mid-decade the venue is being promoted as Melbourne's premiere vaudeville and  

  picture theatre.  

۩  Enmore Theatre (Enmore, Sydney):   Formerly the open-air Enmore Picture Palace, new owners William and  

   George Szarka enclosed and remodelled the venue, reopening it on 3 October 1912 as the Enmore Theatre.  

   Although primarily a picture house, brief vaudeville performances were often included between films up until at  

   least the late-1920s.  

۩  Guild Hall (Sydney):  Ownership of the former Catholic Hall, Gaiety Theatre, Olympic Club and Gaiety Athletic  

  Club is transferred from the A.H.C. Guild to another Catholic organisation, the Catholic Club, Land and  

  Building  Company, in August. After extensive renovations it became the Catholic Club. 

۩  Lyric Summer Picture Gardens (St Kilda, Melbourne):  Opens as a venue for both film and vaudeville in time  

  for the summer season. Later known simply as the Lyric Theatre. 

۩ Northcote Theatre (Northcote, Melbourne):  Built as a cinema by the Northcote Theatre Company, comprising  

  local businessmen and directors from Melbourne-based film company Amalgamated Pictures, the Northcote  

  Theatre also operates as a live venue over the next 50 years.  

۩   Palace Gardens (Brisbane):  An open-air venue built initially for Ted Holland and Percy St John by a consortium  

  comprising Edward Branscombe, John N. McCallum and Holland and St John. It opens on 10 August. 

 ۩  Princess Court (Rockhampton, Qld):  Opens on 18 May as a skating rink. It later hosts drama and variety before  

  being  converted into the Strand moving picture theatre.  

۩ Princess Theatre (Fremantle, WA):  Built for retired pearling boat captain, Frank Biddes, the 1,850 seat Princess 

  Theatre opens on 21 December with film and live variety performances. Although largely operating as a  

  cinema during its lifetime the theatre was occasionally used for other entertainments, including vaudeville. 

 ۩  The Stadium (Charters Towers, Qld):  George Birch and E.J. Carroll transfer their Olympia Pictures from the  

  School of Arts, opening on 19 October 1912. This event marks the start of the Birch Carroll and Coyle  

  partnership. 

۩ Tivoli Gardens [3] (Hamilton, Brisbane):  Bella Sutherland relocates her Tivoli Gardens from the Hamilton Band  

  Stand on Eagle Farm Road to her property at the corner of Racecourse Road and Allen Street. It opens on  

  Boxing Night. 

• Henry Abdy:  London-born animal trainer, impersonator, miniature circus proprietor, farmer comes to Australia  

  billed as Fritz Von Linden. The father of animal trainer/actor Harry Abdy and comedienne/actress Marie La  

  Varre is also known as Frenchman Mons. Poincare during the war years. 

• Oswald Anderson:  The emerging songwriter has a major hit with his song "Your Dear Eyes." He goes on to  

  compose and publish many more popular songs before moving into radio, the medium for which he is  

  considered an Australian pioneer. 

• Armstrong and Verne:  Tom Armstrong and Priscilla Verne end their long-running partnership late in the year.  

  The pair has been largely touring the US since at least 1905.  

• Fitzgerald's All Stars:  Dramatic actor S.A. Fitzgerald puts together a family-based vaudeville troupe  

  (Fitzgerald's All-Stars) featuring his sons Clifton, Lance (Vane), and Jim (Gerald). 

• Hagan and Fraser:  Specialty sketch artists, Martyn Hagan and Lucy Fraser leave Australia with their sons, Vic,  

  Jack and Will. Hagan and Fraser remain overseas until 1929, working variety circuits in the USA, Great Britain  

  and the East. 

•   Harry Clay:  Forms Clay's Bridge Theatre Company with partners Harold T. Morgan and A.R. Abbott. 

•   Hugo's Minstrels:  Victor Hugo's all African-American minstrel troupe (not to be confused with Hugo's Buffalo  

  Minstrels) arrives in Australia from the US. Over the next two years the company's plays Sydney, Melbourne,  

  Adelaide and undertakes regional tours of Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland. 

• Huxham's Serenaders:  Initially a trio known as Harmonious Huxhams (1906-13), Hugh and Edith Huxham  

  expand the line-up in early 1912 for a season at the Empire Theatre (Brisbane). The company, which initially  

  incorporates the Huxham trio, goes on to tour Australasia and elsewhere up until 1926. 

• Phillips & Merritt:  Having spent the ten years overseas, Nat Phillips returns to Australia with his wife Daisy  

  Merritt and soon afterwards joins Brennan-Fuller as a producer/performer. 

• Shipp & Gaffney:  Patterologists and dancers Les Shipp and Jim Gaffney begin their seven year partnership,  

  taking a company on tour from the Hunter Valley to the Northern Rivers (NSW). 
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• Wilton Welch and Louise Carbasse:  Having married in February the newly dramatic actors turn to the vaudeville  

  stage later in the year, making their debut on the Tivoli circuit in sketches written by Welch. Carbasse is later  

  known internationally as Hollywood actress Louise Lovely.  
 

 

1913 
 

˟  Come Over Here: (revue) J.C. Williamson's present the first "revue" to be staged in Australia. It is adapted for  

  local audiences by Frank Dix from the original London production.  It stars Jack Cannot, Fred Leslie, Ivy  

  Schilling and Daisy Jerome. 

˟ The Telephone Girls:  Directed and produced by C. Post Mason, The Telephone Girls is reportedly the first  

  tabloid musical comedy to be written and produced in the country. The work is co-created by Wilton Welch  

  and Charlie Vaude. 

₪ Australian Variety:  Australia's first industry magazine dedicated to vaudeville and other popular culture  

  entertainments is published beginning 15 October. Published by Martin C. Brennan, it is later known as  

  Australian Variety and Show World (1916). 

₪ The Green Room:  Hugh D. McIntosh (Green Room Company) begins publishing this industry magazine in June.  

  Also known as the Green Monthly Stage Magazine and the Green Room Pictorial, from 1917 it includes the  

  subtitle "Australia's Smartest Illustrated Moving Picture and Theatre Magazine." 

₪ Howard and Graham:  Bert Howard and Frank Graham join forces late in the year to present vaudeville around  

  the Sydney suburbs.  

₪ "The Month in Vaudeville":  This multipage section of the Theatre Magazine is first published in August.  

₪ Sadler and Beveridge Vaudeville Company:  The partnership begins operations at Hobart's Theatre Royal. 

₪ The Tango:  Introduced to a live public audience for the first time on 26 April at the Sydney Tivoli by Hanna and  

  Bert De Brun. 

۩  Bridge Theatre (Newtown, Sydney):  Built and opened by Harry Clay. Known from 1939 onwards as The Hub  

  [No 2]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Bridge Theatre, Newtown (1922) 

Newtown Jubilee Souvenir 1862-1922 (1922). 

 

 ۩  Coliseum (Rockhampton, Qld):  Opens on 11 June as an open-air skating rink but is soon afterwards renovated to  

accommodate theatrical productions. The venue's first theatrical season  begins on 11 October with the Pom  

Poms variety company. 

۩ Don Stadium (Darwin):  Having established the Don Picture Show in Darwin's Town Hall in February, hotelier  

  Florence Budgen develops a vacant block of land into The Stadium, an open-air sports and entertainment  

  venue that becomes affectionately known as Don Stadium. The first boxing event is held on 17 October 1913.  

  Budgen begins showing films there in late-February 1914 (the end of the wet season).  

۩ Elite Picture Gardens (Wooloowin, Brisbane): Located next to the Wooloowin Railway Station, this open air  

  venue begins exhibiting films in November. Although largely used for films, the venue nevertheless presents  

  live entertainment at various times over the next ten years. 

۩ Elite Picture Gardens (Toowoomba, Qld):  Opens as Elton's Elite Variety and Picture Palace on 18 October  

  under the management of Fred and Grace Elton. Bought out a month later by publican E.T. (Ned) Meagher it  

  continues operating until ca. 1917/18. 
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 ۩  Olympia (Rockhampton, Qld):  Birch and Carroll open its newly-built outdoor theatre on 17 November. Over  

  the next six years the film programmes regularly feature vaudeville acts. 

۩ Tivoli Theatre [2] (Adelaide):  Originally to be called the Princess Theatre it opens as the Tivoli under the  

  direction of Hugh D. McIntosh/ Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres. McIntosh bought out the 30 year lease from  

  original lessees Sayers and Lennon in 1912, before the building had been completed. The theatre is renamed the  

  Prince of Wales in 1920 before returning to the Tivoli in 1930. It is also later known as the Opera House and  

  Her Majesty's Theatre. 

•   American Burlesque Company:  Tours Australia. Among the troupe members are Bert Le Blanc and Paul    

  Stanhope. Both men remain in the country after the tour ends in 1914. 

• Armstrong and Howarth:  Tom Armstrong and Mabs Howarth marry in Adelaide in January. They make their  

  stage debut together at Perth's Shaftesbury Theatre on 21 April. 

•   Lester Brown:  Comes to Australia in late November 1913 having been contracted by George Marlow to produce  

  Aladdin at the Adelphi Theatre, Sydney. However, the theatre had changed hands so he instead produced it for  

  George Willoughby.  

• Ben Calvert and Florence Henderson:  The Edward Branscombe's Dandies' stalwarts marry.   

• Herbert De Pinna:  British medical doctor, surgeon and sometime songwriter Herbert de Pinna immigrates to  

  Australia with his wife. He builds a reputation publishing songs through W.H. Paling from 1914 through to  

  the late-1910s and has his greatest success with his significant contributions to the Fullers' pantomimes The  

  Bunyip (1916) and Robinson Crusoe (1917).  

• The Glory Girl:  An operatic song and scena act devised by C. Post Mason for the Tivoli circuit, The Glory Girl  

  (aka Emilie Dani) makes her debut appearance at the Sydney Tivoli on 21 June. She remains on the circuit  

  until mid-September. 

• Daisy Jerome:  Arrives in Australia under contract to J.C. Williamson's and stars in Come Over Here. She remains  

  in the country until 1916, finding engagements with Fullers' Theatres and George Willoughby.   

• Jake Mack:  Comedian. Arrives in Australia. From 1915 through until ca. 1924 he is best known for his stage  

  partnership with Bert Le Blanc (as Ike Cohen and Morris Levy). 

• Durham Marcel:  The American ragtime singer and his partner Nellie Fallon come to Australia with the  

  American Burlesque Company.  

•   J.C. Williamson:  Gives his last performance on the Australian stage during a Sydney benefit for the widows of  

  Captain Robert Scott's Antarctic expedition (21 Feb.). He dies on 6 July in Paris, France, aged 68.  

• Nat Phillips:  Begins developing his alter ego "Stiffy" in a series of sketches featuring his wife Daisy Merritt. 

• Sadler and Beveridge:  Harry Sadler and Cecil Beveridge (late-general accountant for Brennan-Fuller) begin their  

  brief partnership on 19 September, taking up a two year lease of Hobart's Theatre Royal. 

• Phil Smith: The English-born comedian arrived in Australia under contract to J.C. Williamson's, and later  

  establishes himself as one of Australia's leading variety and theatrical comedians. His debut performance is in  

  The Prince of Luxumburg. 

• Will Wynand: Descriptive vocalist, comedian, and character impersonator. Wynand dies, aged 40, from  

  consumption on 6 May at the Waterfall Consumptive Home, Sydney.  

 
 

1914 
 

₣ Percy's First Holiday:  Filmed in New York City, Percy's First Holiday was initially intended for Australian  

  exhibition only (as a compliment to the W.S. Percy). It was eventually released in the US and other countries.  

₪ Australian Vaudeville Artists' Federation:  The A.V.A.F. is registered under the Commonwealth Conciliation  

  and Arbitration Act. Its first president is George Sorlie.  

₪ Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres Ltd:  Hugh D. McIntosh forms an alliance with Maurice Bandmann to send  

  Australian and Australian-based acts to tour the East. Earle Reynolds and Nellie Donegan, and Huxham's  

  Serenaders are among the first to undertake tours for this regime. 

۩  Adelphi Theatre (Sydney):  Fullers' Theatres take over control from George Marlow. He nevertheless retains an  

  interest in the theatre up until his death in 1939. 

 ۩  Arcadia Theatre (Rockhampton, Qld):  Harry Webber and William Hobler open their Arcadia Theatre, North  

  Rockhampton on 17 October. It remains a moving picture house until 1919. 

۩ Austral Gardens (Adelaide):  Opens on 28 November with Sydney James' Royal Strollers. The operations of the  

  open-air venue are initially overseen by theatrical manager and entrepreneur, Jack Waller (for the syndicate  

  registered as Austral Gardens Ltd).   

۩ Hub Theatre (King Street, Newtown, Sydney):  The original Hub Theatre is located in King Street. Its name is  

  appropriated in 1934 for the Bridge Theatre. The King Street Hub becomes Hoyts Newtown Theatre and later 

  Burland Hall.  

۩ Princess Theatre (Sydney):  Fullers' Theatres take over the lease in November. Nat Phillips is appointed the  

  venue manager and producer. 
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۩ Princess Theatre (Toowoomba, Qld):  After opening on 6 February on the site of the old Elite Picture Gardens,   

  the Princess operates as both a cinema and a live venue up until at least the early 1950s. 

۩  Rosebery Theatre (Mascot, Sydney):  Built in 1913 as the Rosebery Skating Rink, the venue is converted into a  

  theatre by owner James Thornton. 

۩ St George's Hall (Melbourne):  Closes down sometime around September/October and is soon afterwards  

  demolished to make way for Hoyts De Luxe cinema.  

۩ Tivoli Gardens (Adelaide):  Another of Adelaide's open-air venues opens on 17 January. After a winter hiatus  

  it  reopens on 7 November but closes  less than week later after Hugh D. McIntosh closes down his Adelaide  

  operations (including the Tivoli Theatre). 

• Brown and Sorlie:  Billie C. Brown and George Sorlie make their debut  

   together in New Zealand on 7 September. 

• Edward Cahill. The gifted Queensland-born pianist joins Edward  

   Branscombe's Violet Dandies as accompanist, and remains for two years.  

   He later establishes an international concert career.   

• Charles and Dani:  Comedian Joe Charles and soprano Emilie Dani (aka  

   The Glory Girl) team up as a double act while appearing at Brisbane's  

   Crystal Theatre in February. The partnership continues until Charles  

   death in 1921. 

• Fisk Jubilee Singers:  Begins a tour of Australia and New Zealand that  

   continues through until 1922. Much of the time is spent touring  

   regional centres. 

• Ted Holland:  Dies in Brisbane on 4 September. 

• Minnie Love:  The English-born actor, singer and impersonator makes her  

   Australian debut in J.C. Williamson's Cinderella. 

• Cyril Northcote:  Comedian, scenic artist, pianist, troupe proprietor, and  

   entrepreneur. Northcote begins his long association with Australia,  

   arriving here with Sydney James' Royal Strollers.   

• Punchinellos [2]:  Unrelated to the Punchinellos [1] this troupe is organised  

   in   Melbourne by singer Charles Hardy and remains active until April  

   1917 in Victoria and Tasmania only. Among the artists engaged Bert and  

   Evelyn Dudley, Masie Posner, and James Caldwell. 

• Frank Reis's World Entertainers:  Previously associated with the "legitimate" stage, actor/manager Frank Reis  

  made his debut on the  variety stage as a comedian in 1913. In 1914 begins touring his own variety troupe. 

• Arthur Stignant:  The English comedian/panto dame and musical comedy actor also comes to Australia to appear  

  in J.C. Williamson's Cinderella.  

• Theodore: Receives some national notoriety after being charged by police in Forbes with having played an illegal  

  game of chance using a machine that allowed players to race horses around a track. In court he claims to have  

  designed and built the machine as a game of skill not chance, and the charge is dismissed. 

• The Tyrells:  Also known as the Dancing Tyrells and The Flying Tyrells, Ned Tyrell and his sister Maisie (from  

  Melbourne) leave for America. They spend most of the next six years in the states, apart from a brief return to  

  Australia in 1915 to tour the Tivoli circuit. 

• Wilton Welch and Louise Carbasse:  The former George Marlow Dramatic company actors and occasional  

  vaudeville performers leave for the US on 21 November aboard the Sonoma. They remain in America until  

  1924,  with Carbasse later establishing herself in Hollywood as Louise Lovely and Welch as a co-director and  

  production manager. 
 

 

1915 
 

₪ Australian revusical:  Several troupes, notably those led by Bert Le Blanc, Paul Stanhope and Arthur Morley,  

  begin staging their own one act musical comedies (revusicals). Influenced by the American Burlesque    

  Company's productions these new shows become immensely popular with Australian audiences. 

₪ G.W. Hean:  After expanding his business into Australia in 1913, New Zealand chemist George William Hean  

  begins promoting his cough and cold remedy Heans Essence (later Heenzo), using celebrity endorsements.  

  mong the biggest names to provide testimonials over the next three decades are Roy Redgrave, Arthur Morley,  

  Peter Dawson, the Gallipoli Strollers, Will Whitburn, Charlie Pope, Will Mahoney and Gladys Moncrieff,  

  Henry Lawson, and Antarctic explorer Ernest Shackleton. 

۩ Empire Theatre (Bowral, NSW):  Officially opens on 14 September. 

۩ Garden's Theatre (Darlinghurst, Sydney):  An open-air amphitheatre situated on Bayswater Road, it is opened  

  on 2 October by lessee Edward Branscombe and his Violet Dandies.  

 

 
 

 
Sorlie and Brown 

Australian Variety (Sydney) 27 Jan.  

1915, n. pag. 
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۩ Hoyts De Luxe (Melbourne):  After operating out of St George's Hall since 1909, Hoyts demolished the venue in  

  1914 and rebuilds its De Luxe cinema. The new venue opens to the public on 26 March (following an invitation  

  only screening the night before).  

۩  National Theatre (Launceston, Tas):  Located at the corner of Charles and Paterson streets, the National Hall was  

  built by Harry Goodluck (National Hall Co, Ltd), and opened on 25 September with a season by George  

  Marlow's Dramatic Co. The theatre as later a popular vaudeville house. 

۩   Queen's Hall (Adelaide):  After being renovated the old Central Hall becomes known as Queen's Hall under the 

  management of local musical identity and businessman Charles Cawthorne. A number of variety troupes play  

  there up until the early 1920s. From 1933 to the 1950s the hall becomes the Embassy Ballroom. 

۩  Tivoli Theatre (Brisbane):  Located in Albert St (opposite the Town Hall), the Brisbane Tivoli was built by Hugh  

  D. McIntosh and opened in April. The venue also included a second performance space, known as the Tivoli  

  Rooftop Garden. 

• Bert Le Blanc:  Forms the Travesty Stars and established as popular on-stage partnership with Jake Mack as  

  Morris and Levy.  

• Bletsoe's Tabloid Musical Comedy Company:  Albert and Maud Bletose form their own company for Brennan- 

  Fuller after having returned to Australia from the US. Two of the members, Roy Rene and Rosie Bowie become  

  members of Nat Phillips' Tabloid Music Comedy Company the following year. 

• Peter Dawson:  Worldwide renowned Australian baritone Peter Dawson begins a tour of the Tivoli vaudeville  

  circuit beginning 20 November. He remains on the circuit until early April 1916. 

• Syd Hollister:  The English comedian comes to Australia and remains for the rest of his life.   

• Kate Howarde and Elton Black Revue Company:  (aka Elton Black Revue Co).  Elton Black and Kate Howarde  

  debut their own revusical company at the Howarde’s National Theatre (Balmain). The line-up includes Peter  

  Brooks, Cliff O'Keefe, Billy Maloney and Pearl Livingstone. The company then tours New Zealand.  

• Lindsay Kemble:  In January 19 year-old Lindsay Kemble becomes infamous throughout much of Australia after  

  being arrested in Adelaide dressed as a woman. The incident subsequently leads to several vaudeville contracts  

  and a short film based on his exploits.  

• Hal Lashwood:  The son of comedian Joe Lashwood, Hal Lashwood is born Harold Francis Davies on 13 August.  

• Albert McKisson:  The knockabout comedian, contortionist, and eccentric dancer, best known for his 10 year  

  partnership with Jack Kearns, is divorced by his wife Clara on the grounds of drunkenness and cruelty.  

• Arthur Morley:  Forms the Royal Musical Comedy Company and begins staging his own one act musical  

  comedies (revusical).  Begins producing shows on Harry Clay's Sydney suburban circuit.   

• Smart Set Entertainers:  Founded by Edward Branscombe. 

• Paul Stanfield:  Forms his own musical burlesque troupe. One of his earliest productions, I'm Sorry is the first to  

  be  identified in advertising as a revusical. 

• Percy St John:  Dies in Brisbane on 8 October. 
 

 

1916 
 

˟ The Bunyip: (pantomime)  The Fullers' first pantomime, and their most successful, premieres at the Princess  

  Theatre at Christmas. Written by Ella Airlie and directed by Nat Phillips, the production stars Queenie Paul,  

  Pearl Ladd, Nellie Kolle, Villiers Arnold and Nat Phillips and Roy Rene (as Stiffy and Mo). 

˟ Chu Chin Chow:  (extravaganza)  Oscar Asche has a massive hit in London with this "Eastern extravaganza." It  

  plays for five years on the West End, breaking box office records and making Asche a millionaire.  

₣ Charlie at the Sydney Show: Emerging comedian and Charlie Chaplin-impersonator Ern Vockler (later Ike  

  Delavale) pretends to be the famous American comedian. Directed by John Gavin, it is first exhibited on 15  

  May at Waddington's Glaciarium, Sydney. Most the film still survives today. 

₪ Holland and St John:  Following the death of Ted Holland (1914) and Percy St John (1915) the Empire Theatre  

  has been temporarily managed by Dan Carroll. Sometime in 1916 the Fullers take over the management of  

  Holland and St John.   

₪ Harry Clay's Theatrical Enterprises and Booking Offices:  Harry Clay sets up his booking agency at the corner  

  of Pitt and Park streets, Sydney sometime around August/September 1916. 

₪   Star Pictures (South Australia):  Former newspaper seller and bookmaker Dan Clifford purchases two of  

  Adelaide's suburban cinemas, effectively marking the start of what will become the Star Pictures chain.  

  Under Clifford's management the Star Pictures chain regularly employs vaudeville artists as "between films"  

  entertainment during the late-1910s and 1920s. 

۩  Grand Opera House (Sydney):  Formerly the Adelphi Theatre it is renamed the Grand Opera House and opened  

  after extensive renovations by Fullers' Theatres in August.  

۩ Hippodrome (Sydney):  The Sydney City Council builds a permanent building on the Hippodrome site using  

  materials from the old Belmore Markets. 
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۩ Majestic Theatre (Adelaide):  Built as White's Assembly and Concert Rooms in 1856 and later known as  

  Garner's Rooms, Hudson's Bijou, the Bijou, Tivoli, Adelaide Star, the building's lease is taken over by the  

  Fullers in 1915  and opens under their direction in 1916. In later years it is primarily as a cinema. 

• William Anderson:  Having suffered significant financial losses through Wonderland City and subsequently  

  losing his King's Theatre, Melbourne, Anderson moves to Adelaide. Over the next ten years or son he produces  

  drama, variety and pantomime in the city, with occasional productions in Sydney and Melbourne.  

• Armstrong and Howarth:  Tom Armstrong and Mabs Howarth leave for Britain sometime around September/  

  October. They remain overseas for seven years. 

• The Australian Sapphires:  Lily Rockley and Olga Pennington form a partnership under the guidance of Fullers'  

  Theatres with the intention or exploiting their talent in America. After a brief farewell season at the National  

  Theatre, Sydney (the act's only Australian performances) the two women sail for Hawaii where they make their  

  US debut at the National Theatre, Honolulu, on 12 April.  

• Austral Trio [1]:  Doris Baker and her husband Bert Corrie join with Joe Verne in May 1916 to form the Austral  

  Trio. Invariably billed as "harmonisers and specialty dancers, the trio remains together for a little under a year. 

•  Humphrey Bishop:  The English basso comes to Australia via the East in October and spends seven months in  

  the country. When he departs for South Africa in June the following year he takes with him a newly formed  

  company comprising mostly local artists. 

• Kitty Bluett:  Comedian. The daughter of Fred Bluett, and younger sister to Gus and Belle, Kitty Bluett is born  

  during a zeppelin raid in Brixton, England.     

• Brown and Sorlie:  The popular partnership ends in December 1916. Billie C. Brown's future had become  

  uncertain after he was targeted by the Government's Alien Restriction Act and told he had to return to the USA.  

  George Sorlie subsequently returns to doing a solo act, while Brown manages to stay in Australia until March  

  1917. 

• Cheer-Oh Girls:  Founded in Mosman, Sydney, in late-1916 as a means of raising funds for patriotic appeals, the  

  Cheer-Oh Girls concert party gives its debut performance at Mosman Town Hall on 10 November. The troupe  

  continues to raise funds for post-WWI related appeals in Sydney and regional NSW audiences up until 1928. 

•   Harry Clay:  Opens up his South-West NSW circuit in September. During the year he establishes his own  

  theatrical agency and forms the No 1 Musical Comedy Company (under the direction of Arthur Morley). The  

  troupe is later known as the Art Slavin Revue Company.  

• Connors and Witt:  American singers Mike Connors and Fred Witt come to Australia under contract to the Fullers  

  (as "the harmony boys"), and remain for the rest of their lives. 

• Dora De Vere:  Singer, serio-comic. Dies on 23 December in Providence, Rhode Island (USA).  

•   John N. McCallum:  Takes over the lease of the Cremorne Theatre, Brisbane. 

• Hugh D. McIntosh:  Purchases a controlling interest in the Sunday Times, The Arrow and The Referee. He is later  

  accused of using these papers to promote his Tivoli circuit at the expense of other firms. 

• Albert McKisson:  The knockabout comedian, contortionist, and eccentric dancer, best known for his 10 year  

  partnership with Jack Kearns, enlists in the Australian Imperial Forces (A.I.F.). He later serves with the 5th  

  Light Horse. 

• Cass Mahomet: The young Australian-born singer with Indian heritage joins the  

  Australian Imperial Forces (A.I.F.) against his parents' wishes. As a result of his  

  service overseas he becomes known for the rest of career as both "the Indian  

Digger" and "the son of India." 

• Prince Masculin: (1888-1947) The Romanian-born magician, musician, comedian,  

and escapologist comes to Australasia for the Fullers (in the Lampini Brothers act).  

He later marries an Australia, Lillian Woolfe (aka Madam Lampini) and has a long  

  association with the country. 

• George Musgrove:  Dies in Sydney on his birthday (21 January).  

•   Sadler and Kearns:  Harry Sadler and Jack Kearns sub-lease the Princess Theatre,  

  Sydney from the Fullers.  Although their time at the theatre is brief it is  

nevertheless significant, the biggest success being the debut Stiffy  and Mo season 

(beginning July).  

•   Joe Somers:  Pianist and music director Joe Somers dies in Sydney. 

•   Stiffy and Mo:  Nat Phillips and Roy Rene make their debut together at the Princess Theatre, Sydney, in July. The  

  first ever revusical staged is What Oh Tonight. 

• Dan Thomas:  The comedian/pantomime dame is sued for divorce by his wife, Daisy Yates. Actress Hilda  

  Attenboro is named as the "other woman." 

• Tilton and West:  Later referred to as the "Joy Boys," Stan Tilton and Eddie establish their popular act in Perth,  

  having previously been associated with the Young Australia League. They make their possible debut together at  

  Fremantle's King's Theatre on 8 April.  
 
 

 
 

Cass Mahomet 

Courtesy of Charles Prassad 
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1917 
 

₪ Beck and Howard's Vaudeville Enterprises:  Bert Howard and Ike Beck team up to run vaudeville around the  

  Sydney suburbs.  

₪ Theatrical Proprietors' and Managers' Association:  A formal application for registration is made by Benjamin  

  Fuller and Thomas Rofe (owner of the Grand Opera House) on 2 August. George Tallis is appointed the  

  organisation's first President, with Fuller and Hugh D. McIntosh appointed vice presidents. 

₪ Courtiers Costume Comedy Company:  Also known as McCallum's Courtiers, the troupe is formed to play John  

  N. McCallum's Cremorne Theatre, Brisbane, following the conclusion of Edward Branscombe's Dandies. The 

line-up includes: George Edwards, Harry Borrodale, Joe Brennan, and Brull and Hemsley.  

₪ "Stage Lights":  The Graphic of Australia newspaper replaces "The Stage and Those On It" page with "Stage  

  Lights." Contributed by "Star Student" until shortly before the paper ceases in December 1918, "Stage Lights"  

  provides insights and gossip into both the legitimate and variety theatre industries. 

۩ Majestic Theatre (Launceston, Tas):  Marino Lucas' 1200 seat theatre operated almost exclusively as a cinema  

  during its lifetime. From the 1920s, however, variety acts were occasionally engaged to supplement the film  

  programmes. 

۩  Majestic Theatre (Newtown, Sydney):  Built and owned by Fullers' Theatres, the Majestic opens on 2 June with  

  the debut performance headed by Bert Le Blanc's Travesty Stars. The theatre is situated off King Street in the  

  heart of the Newtown CBD, and diagonally opposite Harry Clay's Bridge Theatre. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 ۩  Strand Theatre (Rockhampton, Qld):  The Princess Court is converted into the Strand moving picture house by  

  Strand Pictures Ltd. Its management is taken over the following year by A.E. Carrell and from 1919 he  

  introduces variety acts as part of the entertainment programmes. This policy continues into the 1930s.  

• Oswald Anderson:  Collaborates with journalist and author Con Drew on a stage adaptation of Drew's novel,  

  Jinker, the Grafter's Mate. Although the comedy is staged in Sydney over two two-week seasons the losses play  

  a part in eventually sending Anderson bankrupt. 

• Harold Ashton:  Long-time J.C. Williamson employee and occasional showman in his own right, Harold Ashton  

  (aka William Jordan) dies in St Kilda, Melbourne on 21 April. 

•  George H. Birch:  Although a long-term resident of Rockhampton, Queensland, George Birch dies in Sydney on  

  17 August aged only 55.  

• Fred Bluett:  The popular comedian's film, An Interrupted Divorce is finally released on 1 August in Sydney.  

  Directed by John Gavin, production had begun in mid-1916 but was delayed due to a lack of film stock. The  

  storyline includes a bevy of chorus girls (plucked from Sydney's Palladium Theatre). 

• Lester Brown:  Is contracted by Harry Clay to produce a  season of revusicals at the Bridge Theatre, Newtown 

  (beginning late Sept.). His productions include: Mack's Troubles, Oh You Girls, Winning Tatts and Flying High. 

• Clyde Cook:  Returns to Australia and signs a three year contract with J.C. Williamson's Ltd. 

• Maude Courtney and Mr C:  The American singer and Scottish singer/pianist/raconteur and actor return to  

  Australia after some five years touring internationally and remain in the Australasian region until 1926. 

•   Claude Dampier:  Leaves Australia with Irene Vere. The couple separate sometime prior to his returns in 1921.  

• Delavale Brothers:  Ern Delavale and his brother-in-law Ern Vockler (later Charles/Ike Delavale) start their four  

  year partnership in Wollongong on 9 February. 

• Percy Dix:  Dies on 13 March. 

 
 

Majestic Theatre, Newtown. 

Dictionary of Sydney 
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• Andy Kerr:  One of Australia's best known bookmakers,  Kerr becomes involved in the variety industry as co- 

  manager and publisher of Australian Variety and Show World with Martin C. Brennan (editor). Later in the year  

  he takes over the management of the Boomerang Theatre, Coogee.  

• Hugh D. McIntosh:  Becomes a Member of the Legislative Council of New South Wales (1917-32). 

• Roy Rene and Dot Davis:  A little over a month after his 26th birthday, Roy "Mo" Rene marries 21 year-old Davis  

  (a member of the Nat Phillips' Stiffy and Mo chorus). The ceremony takes place at St Stephen’s Church, Phillip  

  Street  Sydney, on 17 March. 

• Marjorie Streeter Pain:  Born in Prahan, Melbourne, Streeter Pain finds much success in the USA in 1927/28 as a  

  child model and actress (appearing in several Hollywood movies). She later spends some four years in Britain  

  working in vaudeville, musical comedy and appears in at least two films. 
 
 

1918 
 

₣ Honi Soit:  The hit London revue is produced in Australia by Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres Ltd. For its  

  Melbourne and Sydney seasons the company produces a 5 minute (600 ft) film to be exhibited immediately  

  before comedian Barry Lupino makes his entrance. Shot in between Albert Park and Collins Street in  

  Melbourne the film features  Lupino and several other cast members. 

₪ E.J. and Dan Carroll:  The brothers invest in their first film, The Lure of the Bush. Starring R.L. 'Snowy' Baker, 

  it proves highly popular. They also undertook distribution in Australia and overseas of Raymond Longford's   

  film The Sentimental Bloke (1919). Following its enormous commercial success they decided to enter   

  production themselves. 

₪ Holland and St John:  Fullers' Theatres takes over the lease of the Empire Theatre, Brisbane, which brings about  

  the end of the Holland and St John firm. The venue becomes known as Fullers' Empire Theatre. 

₪ The Jazz Band:  Australia's first jazz band, and also the first jazz band to play in the country, makes its debut at  

  the Fullers' National Theatre, Sydney, on 16 June. The group, initially fronted by English female baritone Belle  

  Sylvia and later by Australian singer Mabelle Morgan, also plays the Fullers' theatres in Melbourne, Adelaide  

  and Brisbane. 

₪ Harry Sadler v Phyllis Faye (court case):  After taking his own troupe to Perth Harry Sadler is sued for  

  defamation by Phyllis Faye after alleges that she and Arthur Morley were having an affair (Faye's husband  

  Bruce Drysdale was then  serving overseas with the A.I.F.). Faye wins the court case. Fellow-troupe member  

  Jack Kearns is heavily criticised by the judge, and Sadler returns to Sydney humiliated. 

 ۩  Arcadia Theatre (Rochampton, Qld):  A.E. Carrell takes over the management. Vaudeville acts are introduced  

  from November the following year. The Arcadia and Strand theatres operate in conjunction with each other  

  until the Arcadia closes in 1930. 

۩ Coliseum (North Sydney):  Harry Clay takes over the lease as part of his Sydney suburban circuit, opening there  

  sometime prior to, or during, August. 

۩ Eden Gardens (Manly, Sydney):  Harry Clay takes over the lease as part of his Sydney suburban circuit, opening  

  there three nights a week. 

۩  Gaiety Theatre, Oxford St (Sydney):  Converted into a vaudeville house by Andy Kerr and Harry Sadler. The  

  building had previously operated as a place of entertainment under several names, including Empire Picture  

  Theatre, Emu Theatre and Trudamite Theatre. 

۩ National Amphitheatre (Sydney):  The Fullers close the "Nash" down on 24 August in order to build a new  

  theatre. The company transfers its vaudeville operations to the Grand Opera House in the meantime.  

۩ Princess Theatre (Sydney):  Harry Clay takes over the lease on 23 March, following on from Harry Sadler. 

۩ Roseville Cinema (Sydney):  Opens as the Roseville Theatre on 15 May. The venue is owned and operated by  

  D.B. O'Connor during the 1940s and 1950s.  

• Al Bruce:  American producer/writer Al Bruce, "the hobo comedian," comes to Australasia for the Fullers,  

  bringing with him a number of one act musical comedies based around the exploits of a tramp character  

  named Hank (aka Hank Dinkumflater). He tours these shows and new original revusicals with his company  

  (known as Al Bruce and His Rosebuds) into the early 1920s. 

•   Harry Clay:  The Sydney-based vaudeville manger ends his annual Northern New South Wales and Queensland  

  tours after eighteen unbroken years. His next tour will not be until 1922. 

• Pat Hanna:  While serving with the New Zealand Division in Germany after the Armistice, Hanna puts together  

  the Diggers Concert Party - the forerunner of his Famous Diggers variety troupe. 

• Bert Howard:  After severing his partnership with Ike Beck, Howard starts up his own booking agency and  

  expands his Sydney circuit. 

• Madame Lampini: (1899-1966)  Lilian Margaret Woolfe marries Romanian-born magician Prince Masculin and  

  soon afterwards becomes his assistant. She eventually develops her own mind-reading act as Madam Lampini. 

• Lanky and Bulky:  Comedians George Pagden and Will Gilbert put together a series of revusicals featuring the  

  characters Lanky (Gilbert) and Bulky (Pagden) for Harry Clay in early 1918.  
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• Tom Lesso: The young Australian juggler, having survived the Great War, succumbs to influenza in Auckland,  

  New Zealand in late-November. He and Charles "Rexo" Griffin, who also dies this same year, had worked a  

  double juggling act in 1907 and 1908. 

•  C. Post Mason:  Having spent some two years in North America and Canada exploiting his film The Martyrdom  

  of Nurse Cavell and learning more about filmmaking, Mason makes his way to San Francisco in order to return  

  to Australia but contracts the Spanish Flu. He dies in the city on 4 December. He is survived by his wife and  

  four children, all of whom are in Australia. 

• Moon and Morris:  English specialty dancers George Moon and Dan Morris arrive in Australia via the USA under  

  contract to J. and N. Tait, making their first appearance in the  Christmas pantomime, Jack and Jill. 

• Rexo [2]: The English born juggler/equilibrist who came to Australia as a boy in 1886 dies in Sydney aged only  

  forty-two (or thereabouts). He and Tom Lesso, who also dies this same year, had worked a double juggling  

  act in 1907 and 1908. 

•   T.W. Rhodes:  Pianist and music director Walter Rhodes dies in Sydney. 

• Sadler and Kerr:  After returning to Sydney Harry Sadler joins with bookmaker Andy Kerr to produce vaudeville  

  shows at the Gaiety Theatre, in Oxford Street, Sydney. 

• George Stephenson:  Entrepreneur. Dies in Auckland, New Zealand, on 6 November. 

• Frank Thring:  Becomes director of J.C. Williamson's Films. 

• George Wallace Jnr:  The grandson and son of comedians George "Broncho" Wallace and George Wallace (aka  

  "Oncus") is born on 16 May 1918 at Walkerston, near Mackay, Queensland. He later becomes a comedian in  

  his own right and has his greatest success on television in the 1960s. 
 
 

1919 
 

₣ The Sentimental Bloke:  Raymond Longford's classic adaptation of the C.J. Dennis verse premieres on 4 October  

  1919 at Melbourne Town Hall, followed by a season in Sydney beginning on 18 October. The film stars Arthur  

  Tauchert (Bill) and Lottie Lyall (Doreen). 

₪ Carroll-Baker Australian Productions:  Following the success of The Lure of the Bush (1918), E.J. Carroll and  

  and Dan Carroll arranged to distribute Raymond Longford's film The Sentimental Bloke (1919). It's enormous  

  commercial success sees them begin a production partnership soon afterwards with Reg "Snowy" Baker and  

  Southern Cross Films.  

₪ Cook v J.C. Williamson's Ltd (court case):  Clyde Cook sues his employer when the Spanish Flu epidemic sees  

  his (and others) contracts reneged on due to the closure of theatres. 

₪ Will Harris's All-Star Vaudeville:  Harris begins showing his company at the Ryde Town Hall and later at the  

  Haberfield School of Arts. Managed by Waldemar Johnson, the circuit was still running in the early 1920s. 

₪ The K-Nuts: Harry Little, Ern Crawford, Nat Hanley, Les Shipp, Reg Thornton and Huntley Brown form the K- 

  Nuts comedy troupe in order to tour regional New South Wales during the height of Spanish Flu epidemic in  

  Australia.  

₪ Frank Reis Vaudeville Circuit:  Some six years after beginning his involvement in variety, the former stage  

  actor/manager opens his own Sydney and South West Coast circuit.  

₪ Spanish Influenza:  The flu epidemic sees many public venues closed throughout Australia for various periods.  

  This creates a significant financial burden for people employed within the entertainment industry.   

۩ Fullers' Theatre (Sydney):  Built as a replacement of the old National Amphitheatre/Theatre, Fullers' (New)  

  Theatre opens on 8 March. The second half feature entertainment is the revusical Do It Now, staged by Bert Le  

  Blanc's Travesty Stars. 

۩   Gaiety Theatre, Oxford St (Sydney):  Clay's Bridge Theatre Company begins an almost decade-long association  

  with the Gaiety in November, taking over the running of the programs following the death of Harry Sadler. 

 ۩  Olympia (Rockhampton, Qld):  Birch and Carroll announce the theatre's closure on 2 June, blaming issues  

  relating to the Spanish Flu epidemic. They never re-opened it. The site later become known as the Olympia  

  Stadium Grounds. The property is subdivided and sold to two local businessmen in early 1924. 

• Dan Agar:  Comedian. Arrives in Australia with the Bing Boys company (for J.C. Williamson's).  

• Arthur Aldridge and Nell Fleming:  Arrive in Australia under contract to the Tivoli circuit. 

• Joe Charles:  The comedian is sued for assault by Toowoomba (Qld) picture theatre proprietor Walter J. Braemer  

  in late-April (his stage partner Emilie Dani was also allegedly involved in the scuffle). The suit is eventually  

  dropped when a witness cannot be brought back to Toowoomba in time. Braemer is forced to pay costs. 

 Harry Clay:  Reopens his Sydney suburban circuit and Bridge Theatre after the enforced closure due to the flu  

  epidemic. 

• Bruce Drysdale:  Having served in the A.I.F. from 1916, the popular comedian/dame decides to try his luck in  

  Great Britain, and eventually settles there. He later moves into radio. 

• Famous Diggers:  Pat Hanna takes his Diggers Concert Party to New Zealand, touring as the Vice Regals (to avoid  

  confusion with another Diggers troupe).  
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• Harry Borradale's Sparklers:  Former Dandies star Harry Borradale founds the Who's Who Costume Comedy  

  Company in Adelaide. The company later tours the southern states, Northern New South Wales and  

  Queensland. By then known as Harry Borradale's Sparklers, it eventually disbands in 1921.  

• Marie La Varre:  The English-born actress, variety entertainer, singer comes to Australia from the USA to appear  

  in a series of Tivoli musical comedies and revues. With her parents, including animal trainer Henry  Abdy and  

  brother Harry Abdy (also an animal trainer) already in the country she remains for the rest of her life,  

  establishing a long career that is largely associated with J.C. Williamson's. 

• George McCall:  One of the original members of the Grafters Quartet (American  

   Burlesque Company), McCall dies on 27 January from Spanish Influenza. 

• Peggy Pryde:  The English-born serio-comic and songwriter moves to Australia  

   with her Australian husband. 

•   Harry Sadler:  The comedian/entrepreneur commits suicide in Sydney by  

   jumping off a bridge onto train lines.  

• Arthur Tauchert:  Becomes a major star in Australia through the enormously  

       popular film The Sentimental Bloke. 

• Charles H. Tayor:  Dies in Melbourne on 16 May. 

• George Wallace:  Begins his five year association with Harry Clay, appearing  

   around Sydney on the entrepreneur's suburban circuit. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

1920 
 

₪ Australian Vaudeville Artists' Federation:  The A.V.A.F is de-registered by the Commonwealth Arbitration  

  Court after being declared a defunct organisation. Evidence is submitted showing that no returns had been filed  

  with the Registrar since September 1916. Its role since 1917 has been effectively taken over by the Actor's  

  Federation. 

₪ Carroll-Musgrove Theatres Ltd:  E.J. Carroll and Dan Carroll form a partnership with Harry Musgrove to build  

  the Prince Edward Theatre (Sydney). From its opening in 1924 it becomes one of Australia's leading cinemas. 

₪ Everyone's:  Another entertainment industry magazine it begins publication in March 1920 with the subtitle "For  

  Train, Tram, Boat, and Home." It merges  with Australian Variety the following year, and in later years is  

  subtitled "The Motion Picture Authority." 

₪ Fuller News:  The Fullers introduce a one page section in Everyone's advertising current acts and production on  

  their circuit. The company begins producing its own multipage magazine the following year. 

₪ J. C. Williamson's Ltd:  George Tallis invites the Tait brothers (J. and N. Tait) to merge their theatrical operations  

  with J.C.  Williamson's Ltd so as to avoid going head to head with each other. 

۩ Crystal Palace Theatre (Windsor, Brisbane):  The Windsor Picture Palace opens in late-1920. From1927 it is  

  known as the Crystal Palace (and later as the Crystal Theatre). Between-films entertainers and variety  

  shows/acts are appear in the venue up until the late-1930s. 

۩ His Majesty's Theatre (Warwick, Queensland): Erected on the former Olympia Stadium site, His Majesty's was a  

  purpose built 1,500 seat cinema and live performance venue. It opens on 18 December and for the next 24 years  

  maintains a reputation as Warwick's premiere place of entertainment. Houdini, Sir Harry Lauder and Dame  

  Nellie Melba play there in the 1920s. 

۩ Star Theatre (Kalinga, Brisbane): An open-air picture theatre opens as the Kalinga Picture Palace sometime  

  around September. In 1926 it becomes known as the Star Theatre (and from the late-1940s as the Kalinga  

  Theatre). 

• Bill Ayr:  Associated with E.I. Cole's Dramatic Company since 1901, Ayr takes a leave of absence to oversee the  

  Fullers' Palace Theatre in Melbourne. He later manages shows in New Zealand for the firm. 

• Humphrey Bishop: After several years absence from Australia the English basso returns to tour his Comedy and  

  Operatic Company and remains.  

• Peter Brooks:  The popular tenor, "fashion plate," and former member of Nat Phillips' Stiffy and Mo Revue  

  Company leases the Shaftesbury Theatre from the Shafto family in May via his newly formed Brooks  

  Amusement  Company. He sell his shared early the following prior to leaving Perth.   

• Sid Burchell:  Known in Australia as the "romantic baritone" during his 16 years as a resident, Sid Burchell arrives  

  in Australia as a member of Oscar Asche's company. 

• Clyde Cook:  Spotted by the Fox film company while appearing at the New York Hippodrome, Cook signs a  

  contract on 1 April to star in a series of comedies. His first feature is Don't Tickle. 

 

 
 

 

Arthur Tauchert as Bill in The Sentimental Bloke. 

A still from the film. 
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• Delavale and Vockler:  After touring together for some 12 years husband and wife vaudevillians Ern Delavale and  

  Lily Vockler finally begin working together as stage partners on a permanent basis. 

• Dinks and Oncus:  George Wallace (Oncus) and Jack Paterson (Dinks) form an on-stage partnership that becomes  

  the most popular to ever work on Harry Clay's Sydney circuit. 

• Edgley and Dawe:  Brothers Eric and Clem White make their Australian debut in J. and N. Tait, Bailey and  

  Grant's Christmas pantomime Sinbad the Sailor (King's Theatre, Melbourne). 

• Famous Diggers:  Pat Hanna brings his company to Australia under contract to J.C. Williamson's. It is initially  

  billed as the Famous Digger Pierrots. 

• Phyllis Faye: The serio-comic, soubrette, dancer, principal boy, choreographer, singer, sketch writer  departs for  

  London to join her husband, Bruce Drysdale, following his demobilisation form the A.I.F. The couple are  

  believed to have remained in Britain.  

• The Futurists:  After making its debut in Western Australia in late-1920 the troupe tours internationally until late- 

  1923 under the management of singer Fred Monument. Two other key members of the small ensemble are  

  G.W. Desmond and Cyril Northcote.  

• Lee White & Clay Smith: American variety entertainers. Lee Anna White (1880-1927) and Henry Clay Smith  

  (ca. 1885-) undertake the first of four Australian tours during the 1920s - the others being 1922-1923, 1925- 

  1926, and 1927. The couple's involvement in the local industry is significant.  

• Hugh D. McIntosh:  With his financial situation already precarious, McIntosh suffers a huge loss with the Sydney  

  production of Chu Chin Chow (1916) due largely to a transport strike. He is subsequently forced to sell his  

  shares in the Tivoli company (although he manages to retain a seat on Board). 

• Joseph Rinaldo:  The Austrian-born animal trainer, and former New Zealand resident, begins touring his canine  

  act, "A Day in Dogtown." After playing the Fullers and Tivoli circuits (1920-21) he establishes his own  

  independent Day in Dogtown company in 1922 with dancer Freda Cuthbert (later his wife). 

• Robert Roberts: English-borne circus performer, character actor, variety entertainer (dancer, comedian, singer),  

  director, manager, producer and troupe proprietor. Arrives in Australia with the Humphrey Bishop Comedy  

  Company and remains in the country. He becomes a variety theatre practitioner in 1924. 

•  Rockley Brothers:  After almost three decades of working together (on and off again), New Zealand-born  

  comedians Wal and Alf Rockley make their last known stage appearances together at the Alhambra Theatre,  

  Sydney with Bert Howard's Razzle-Dazzle Company. 

• Gorge Sorlie:  Buys part of Philip Lytton's travelling theatre operations and by August forms his pantomime and  

  musical comedy company.  
 

 

1921 
 

₪ Australian Variety:  Merges with Everyone's: The Motion Picture Authority from 16 March.  

₪ Fuller News:  The Fullers begin publishing their own magazine. It is sold at their theatres and at selected city  

  outlets. 

₪ Coo-ee City (Perth):  The Young Australia League (Y.A.L.) puts on the first of its annual Coo-ee City carnivals at  

  White City (in Carnival Square, William Street). Along with fairground amusements and rides etc, the events  

  typically include variety entertainment.  The Ugly Man's Association also holds its own 'Uglieland' carnivals  

  there. 

₪ Green Room Club (Melbourne):  Robert McLeish becomes the Green Room Club's President (aka "Prompter").  

  He remains in the position up until his death in 1953. 

₪ O'Donnell and Ray's Pantomime Company:  Jack O'Donnell and  

Bert Ray begin their business partnership touring pantomime. The  

business continues through until the late-1930s.  

۩   Austral Gardens (Adelaide):  A fire breaks out on the stage of the  

  Gardens on 31 November. Although quickly put out it destroys two  

  pianos and other musical equipment and costumes belonging to the  

  English Pierrots.  

۩ Dutton Park Garden Theatre (Brisbane):  George and Agnes Rahilly- 

  Brown introduce jazz dance nights over the warmers months of 1921  

  and 1922. The dancing is accompanied by variety and theatrical  

  entertainments staged by the Sunshine Kiddies. 

۩ Enmore Theatre (Enmore, Sydney):  The Szarka Brothers completely  

  remodel the theatre. This includes re-siting the auditorium across the  

  block, with the stage in the north-eastern corner. The re-opening on 1  

  July comprised two films and live performances by vaudevillians Fred  

  Bluett and Ernest Barraclough.   

 
 

 

 

Brisbane Courier 31 Oct. 1921, 2. 
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۩ Mack's Theatre Royal (Moss Vale, NSW):  Opens on 18 May. The multi-purpose theatre/hall is built on the site  

  of the town's Centennial Hall (aka King's Pictures). 

• Joe Charles:  The comedian, dancer, actor, troupe manager dies in a Sydney hospital on 6 May after a period of  

  indifferent health. He was shortly to be married to his stage partner Emilie Dani. 

•   Harry Clay:  Suffers a stroke mid-year. Although he returns to managing his operations some nine months later,  

  he never fully recovers his former health. 

•   Claude Dampier:  Returns to Australia via South Africa for Harry G. Musgrove's Celebrity Vaudeville with his  

  new partner Hilda Attenboro. 

•   George Darrell:  Commits suicide aged 80. 

• Benjamin Fuller:  Is knighted in recognition of his services to both the theatrical industry and community.   

• P.A. Howells: The Adelaide-based entrepreneur dies on 24 August. Perhaps best known for establishing the long- 

  running Saturday Pops (1890-ca.1903), Howells was active within the city's musical and theatrical worlds for  

  more than fifty years. 

• Josie Johnson:  The former soubrette opens her first dance school, over the next 30 or so years provides  

  opportunities for many of her students to work with professional managers. Her juvenile performers mostly  

 work under the name Josie Johnson's Wonder Kids. 

• Keating and Ross:  Clara Keating, having teamed up with Englishman Harry Ross [2] in the USA following the  

  death of her husband/partner Claude Golding in 1919, returns to Australia. The pair tour for several firms,  

  notably the Fullers and Harry Clay, until ending their relationship in late 1927/early 1928. 

• Billy Maloney and Claire Lloyd:  The popular vaudeville couple marry at Brisbane's St Stephen's Church on 10  

  December. A huge crowd is on hand to witness the event, causing traffic chaos and making it difficult for  

  guests and the bridal party to enter the church. 

• Joseph Rinaldo:  The creator of the canine vaudeville act "A Day in Dogtown" is fined 40 shillings for animal  

  cruelty following an incident at the Tivoli Theatre, Melbourne on 28 September. 

• Sam Stern:  The American Hebrew comedian and dialect singer arrives in Australia under contract to Fullers'  

  Theatres and remains, possibly for the rest of his life (he is still working professionally in 1956). 

• Tubby Stevens:  Diminutive Yorkshire comedian Tubby Stevens makes his Australian debut for Fullers' Theatres  

  on 8 September. He and Kitty Crawford (his wife and stage partner) maintain an association with the  

  Australasian industry until 1927. 

• George H. Ward:  The American comedian (born George Peter Jacob) arrives in Australia with Charles L.  

  Sherman to headline the Fullers' American Revue Company. He remains in the country until his death in 1944. 
 

 

1922 
 

₪ Brooks Amusement Company:  Founded by singer Peter Brooks in 1920, the company closes down in February  

  with debts of over £600. Its failure at the end is partly in response to bad publicity arising from a tax default, the  

  engagement of a fraudulent hypnotist, increasing competition and inexperienced management. 

•   Harry Clay:  Takes over Ike Beck's Hunter Valley (New South Wales) circuit. 

• Jim Gerald:  After ending his association with the Walter George Sunshine Players, Gerald forms his own  

  Miniature Musical  Comedy  Company with wife Essie Jennings, and brother Lance Vane. Other key performers  

  with the troupe during the 1920s are Reg Hawthorne, Howard Hall, Ernest Crawford, Mona Thomas, and  

  choreographer  Polly McLaren. 

• Daisy Jerome:  Returns to Australia under contract to the Fullers.  

   Reportedly one of the most anticipated theatrical events of 1922,  

   the vivacious entertainer's tour become one of their biggest  

   successes of the early 1920s. She remains here until 1923. 

• Willie Kerr:  Born William Henry Kerr in Cape Town, South Africa,  

   he is later known professionally as Bill Kerr. 

• Eric Masters:  Actor, entertainer, singer. The eldest son of D'Oyley  

   Carte Opera Company baritone Helier le Maistre (1866-1915) and  

   his wife, contralto Nellie Wyatt, Eric Masters makes his Australian  

   debut in Brisbane  with the Tivoli Frolics. 

• Willy Redstone:  Composer, music director, songwriter. Is brought to  

   Australia by Hugh J. Ward oversee The O'Brien Girl and remains  

   here for the rest of his life, carving out a career as a composer.  

   music director, and songwriter.  

  theatre and film score composer. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Daisy Jerome 

Fuller News (Sydney) 29 July 1922. 
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1923 
 

₪ Aldwych Theatre:  Stanley McKay and Alf Coleman join forces to tour pantomime with a moveable theatre. The  

  combined company, styled as the Aldwych Theatre, is said to have been the largest operation based out of  

  Sydney at that time.  

₪ Birch, Carroll and Coyle (Queensland):  E.J. Carroll, Dan Carroll and T.V. Coyle formalise their operations as a  

  Limited company. 

₪ Fuller-Ward:  Benjamin and John Fuller join forces with Hugh J. Ward to present big-budget musicals. The  

  partnership lasts until 1926. 

۩ Arcadia Theatre (Ascot, Brisbane): Former vaudevillian Mrs E. Williams (known professionally as Eva Lee)  

  builds the Arcadia Theatre on the site of a former theatre. Over the next 26 years it operates primarily as a  

  picture house with live entertainment presented at various times - including vaudeville, between-films acts, jazz  

  bands, pantomimes, theatrical productions and community singing radio broadcasts.  

۩   Bohemia Theatre (Brisbane):  Opens with Rawden Blandford's Classics.  

۩ School of Arts [2] (Mount Morgan, Qld):  Mount Morgan's second School of Arts is also destroyed (on 25 April)  

  along with 11 other buildings. 

• Tommy Clyde:  The Scotch entertainer secures a contract with 2BL (Sydney) in the latter months of the year  

  thereby becoming possibly the first vaudeville comedian to work professionally on Australian radio. He  

  maintains a heavy involvement with radio up until 1929 (joining 2GB in 1928).  

• Claude Dampier:  Presents his Dandies of 1923 at the Austral Gardens, Adelaide, for two months beginning 25  

  January, followed by two weeks in Broken Hill (NSW). He revives the troupe (as the New Dandies) for a tour  

  of Queensland and New South Wales, beginning 1 September.  

• Phyllis du Barry:  Born Gertrude Phyllis Hillyard in London in 1908, Du Barry and her mother arrive in Australia. 

 In 1926 she signs with the Fullers and tours with the Moon and Morris, Zig Zag, Jim Gerald and George Ward  

companies until moving to America in 1930 where she appears in films up until 1947. 
• John Fuller (Snr):  Dies at Mouth Eden, Auckland (New Zealand) on 9 May after three weeks of illness. 

• Bobby Helpman: Dancer, actor, choreographer, director. The 14 year-old dance prodigy makes his professional  

  debut with the Town Topics Company's revival of Cinderella. Presented at Adelaide's Exhibition Gardens  

  venue, Helpman's turn is a Russian Dance with former Stiffy and Mo dancer/choreographer Rosie Bowie. 

• Don G. Merle:  The mystic marvel returns to Australia with his wife and assistant, Madame Merle, after some  

  ten years of international touring. Much of his time was reportedly spent in the East and Far East. 

• Frank Perryn:  The English humourist, and former member of George Edwardes musical comedy company,  

  arrives in Australia under contract to the Fullers following a tour of New Zealand in 1922 with the Famous   

  N.Z. Diggers. Perryn's popularity in Australia, both on the stage and in radio, leads to a career that lasts well  

  into the 1950s.  

• Edwin Shipp:  The former comedian, manager and small-time entrepreneur dies at the Coast Hospital, Little Bay,  

  Sydney (later the Prince Henry Hospital) on 15 October. 
 
 

1924 
 

˟ Harmony Row: (revusical)  First produced this year the revusical is adapted into a film in 1933. 

˟ Tons of Money:  Hugh J. Ward engages Willy Redstone (music) and Vaiben Louis (lyrics) to create a musical  

  comedy adaptation of Evans and Valentine's hugely successful farce Tons of Money (London, 1922). The  

  Australian version finds much popularity with Sydney audiences. 

₣ Hullo Marmaduke:  The Beaumont Smith feature comedy starring Claude Dampier is given a joint world premiere  

  at Sydney's Lyric Wintergarden and Lyceum Theatre on 15 November. It also features  Cyril Northcote. 

₪ Bambury and White:  This short-lived, Sydney-based booking agency was formed sometime around mid-to-late  

  1924 by comedian/dancer Norman Bambury and former journalist and ex-Harry Clay's Theatrical Agency  

  partner, James H. "Whitie" White. The firm is known to have booked artists for city, suburban and regional  

  venues through until at least mid-1925.  

₪ The K-Nuts:  Led by Reg Thornton since mid-1919 the K-Nuts "Kostume Komedy Ko" plays its last known  

  engagements in September. The troupe had been popular on both the Fullers and Harry Clay's circuits, and were  

  especially popular in rural New South Wales. 

₪ Tivoli Celebrity Vaudeville:  Established by J.C. Williamson's Ltd following its acquisition of Harry Rickards'  

  Tivoli Theatres Ltd, then owned by Harry G. Musgrove. 

 ۩  School of Arts [3] (Mount Morgan, Qld):  Mount Morgan's third school of Arts opens with a Grand Ball on 20  

  August. The new library and reading room had already been operating since April 24. 

 ۩  Tivoli Theatre (Rockhampton, Qld):  The Strand Theatre reopens as the Tivoli on 12 January.  
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۩ Victory Theatre (Marrickville, Sydney):  Primarily a picture house, the Victory opens on 29 October with feature  

  live performances from Les Shipp and Harry Little and the Roseta Trio (3 girls, 2 violins and a piano). Owned  

  by the Szarka Brothers the venue is used for film and vaudeville programmes up until early 1925. It was  

  renamed the Addison in 1931. 

• Tom Armstrong:  Reportedly in ill health Tom Armstrong returns to Australia with Mabs Howarth in January  

  after seven years based in Great Britain . He is hospitalised in Auckland, New Zealand with pleurisy in August  

  while touring with June Rose.  

• F. Gayle Wyer's Band Box Revue Company:  The American lawyer and theatrical producer, is invited by the  

  Fullers to form his own company. It tours his shows for some six or seven years and includes such artists as  

  Billy Bovis, Sadie Gale, Walter Cornock, Vera Benson, Charles Norman, Sam J. Ward and Ward Lear  Jnr.  

• Prof. G.W. Gibson: The American herbalist, lecturer, theatrical agent/manager and widower of Bella  

  Sutherland dies in Brisbane on 9 September.  

• Tom Liddiard: The former singer, actor and proprietor of Liddiard's Lilliputians dies, aged 70, outside the Palace 

  Hotel, Sydney on 30 May from a heart attack.   

• Harry G. Musgrove:  Is forced into bankruptcy when his co-production with J.C. Williamson's, The Forty  

  Thieves (1923-24), fails to recoup its investment. He subsequently sells his interests in the Tivoli organisation  

  to J.C. Williamson's and goes on to work for United Artists in Shanghai. 

• Jack O'Hagan:  Marries Josephine Weichard (daughter of music director Lou Weichard) in Melbourne. 

• The Radios:  Also known as the Bohemia Radios, the company is organised by comedian Fred Bluett for a brief  

  season in Newcastle between Boxing Day and 9 January 1925. The line-up included as number of high profile  

  acts - notably Alf J. Lawrance and Nell Crane, and Harry Graham and Dorothy Manning. 

• Southern Cross Comedy Company: Active in Western Australia between March and November, Cass  

  Mahomet's variety company makes its debut on 10 March for the opening of "The Diggers' Fair" (Perth). It is  

  initially known as Cass Mahomet's Concert Party. Mahomet briefly tours a re-organised line-up in 1928. 

• George Wallace:  Having left Harry Clay's organisation Wallace tours New Zealand for the Fullers. On his return  

  he forms his own revue company.  Among the performers who tour with the troupe over the next five years are  

  Harry Burgess, Marshall  Crosby, Sadie Gale, Lulla Fanning and Bert and Evelyn Dudley.  
 
 

1925 
 

₣ The Adventures of Algy:  Beaumont Smith's second feature comedy film with Claude Dampier in the lead role is  

  again given a joint world premiere at Sydney's Lyric Wintergarden and Lyceum Theatre. Opening on 22 June  

  the film also features variety entertainers Lester Brown, Verna Bain, Hilda Attenboro and Billie Carlyle.  

₪ Australian Musical Productions Pty Ltd:  Founded by a consortium of businessmen, including Gilbert Johnson,  

  the company was effecvtively set up to produce a series of hit London revues co-written by South Australian  

  composer Kenneth Duffield.  Although not publically mentioned as one of the directors, Duffield is thought  

  to have been one.  

₪ Charleston:  Sydney's Grand Opera House plays host to possibly the first performance in Australia of the  

  Charleston (11 July). The dancers are Eddie and Decima McLean. 

 ۩  Olympia Stadium Grounds (Rockhampton):  George Sorlie sets up his tent theatre on the Olympia grounds  

  (formerly the Olympia Theatre) in June during Rockhampton's Show Week. This was possibly the last live  

  theatrical performance on the site. 

۩ Theatre Royal (Boulder, WA):  Destroyed by a cyclone on 5 December. 
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۩ Wintergarden (Rockhampton, Qld):  The 2000 seat Wintergarden is officially opens on 12 January. Over the  

  next 50 years it hosts a wide array of live theatrical events, ranging from vaudeville to legitimate theatre and  

  music concerts, musicals, jazz and rock concerts.  

• Tom Armstrong:  Dies on 9 March (possibly in Sydney). 

•  Lester Brown:  Spends his last year in Australia appearing with Claude Dampier's company and in the Beaumont  

  Smith film, The Adventures of Algy (also starring Dampier). 

•   Harry Clay:  Dies at Watson's Bay (Sydney) having never fully recovered from a stroke in 1921.  

• Claude Dampier and Billy Carlyle:  Meet on the set of this Australian comedy film, and soon afterwards team up  

  as a sketch act. After moving to Britain in 1927 they marry go on to carve out a very successful stage and radio  

  career together.   

•    Charles "Ike" Delavale:  Puts together his own revue company on Harry Clay circuit. It  quickly becomes a major  

  attraction, and in 1926 features in Clay's Christmas pantomime The Old Woman Who Lived in the Shoe. 

• Tom Delohery:  The former step dancer (with Delohery, Craydon and Holland) and latter bookmaker dies on 21  

  February 1925 shortly after collapsing in the entrance to Tattersall's Club, Brisbane. He and wife Agnes, who  

  died in 1915, are buried in Toowong Cemetery next to their good friend, Ted Holland. Delohery was aged 65. 

• Rose Edouin (aka Mrs G.B.W. Lewis):  Dies in Yorkshire,  England on 24 August. 

• 1925 Minstrels (Perth):  Put together by Joe Gardiner, and comprising a mix of artists from Perth and the Eastern  

  States, the 1925 Minstrels debuts at the open-air Olympia Theatre on 21 February.  It is possibly the first major  

  minstrel revival show to be produced in an Australian capital city in the mid-1920s, preceding both the Tivoli  

  Celebrity Vaudeville and Fullers' revivals. 

•  Ernest C. Rolls:  Comes to Australia to stage his Aladdin pantomime for J.C. Williamson's. He remains in the  

  country until the early to mid-1930s. 

• So & So's [4]: After Lee White and Clay Smith's two week season in Adelaide ends in late-November J.C.  

  Williamson's arranges for several members of their troupe to join its newly-created So and So's revue company  

  at the Exhibition Gardens. The season, which goes from 28 November to March the following year features  

  Australian-based artists such as Bobby Helpman, Gus Bluett, Yvonne Banvard, and Peter Brooks. 

• Wilton Welch and Louise Lovely:  Having returned to Australia the 

 previous year, after almost ten years in the USA, the couple  

introduce a vaudeville act they had developed in America, whereby  

they conducted screen tests on stage, using real lighting and camera  

equipment. They also make Lovely's final feature film, Jewelled  

  Nights. 

• Ye Olde Nigger Minstrels (Tivoli circuit):  Blackface minstrel enter- 

  tainment is included in Maggie Moore's Testimonial (His Majesty's  

  Theatre, Melbourne, 13 Oct). Starring veterans Will Whitburn and  

  Charlie Pope the entertainment proves so popular that J.C.  

  Williamson's revive the minstrel format on its Tivoli Celebrity  

  Vaudeville circuit.  

 

 
 

 

1926 
 

۩ St James Theatre (Sydney):  Built by the Fullers on the former site of the Sydney Girls' High School, the theatre  

  opens on 26 March with a production of No, No, Nanette. 

˟ His Royal Highness: (revusical)  George Wallace's first "all night" show (presented in two halves as opposed to his  

  earlier one-act musical comedies) is given its premiere at the Fullers' Majestic Theatre, Newtown (Sydney) in  

  early July. It is later adapted into a film (1932). 

• Ella Carrington: Dies in Melbourne on 6 July. 

• Billo and His Little Bit of Fluff:  Clara Keating (Fluffy) and Will Gilbert (Billo) work their popular stage  

  characters on the Clay's Theatres circuit(Sydney) from March until late November or early-December.  Billo is  

  then replaced by Joe Rox (as Rusty) for several months. Ted Stanley (as Tibby) briefly partners Keating in mid- 

  1927. 

• Bluett and Mo:  Roy Rene and Fred Bluett teamed up in May 1926 after separately joining J.C. Williamson's  

  Tivoli Celebrity Vaudeville circuit. As Bluett and Mo they made their debut in Sydney on 10 May in a 30  

  minute nautical sketch written and directed by Bluett. Their final shows were at the Haymarket Theatre, Sydney  

  in February 1927. Sydney radio station 2FC broadcast performances from the Haymarket in August 1926 and  

  February 1927. 

• Corrie and Baker:  After some 15 years of turbulent marriage, Bert Corrie and Doris Baker sue each other for  

  divorce, both claiming cruelty, abandonment, and adultery among other things. 

Sunday Times (Sydney)  

31 Jan. 1926, 27. 
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• Maude Courtney and Mr C:  The popular duo leaves Australia after almost ten years in the Australasian region  

  (working largely for Fullers' Theatres). 

•   C.J. De Garis:  Entrepreneur/librettist. Commits suicide at his home in Mornington, Victoria), aged forty-one. 

•   George R. Lawrence:  Entrepreneur. Dies at West Perth on 14 August. 

• Harry Ross Revue Co:  Makes its debut on the Clay's Theatres circuit in Sydney with The Bag. The show is given  

  its premiere at the gaiety Theatre on 10 Apr. Ross and his partner Clara Keating tour the show on the Sydney  

  city, suburban and New South Wales country circuits for 12 months. 

•  Moon & Morris Revue Company:  Makes its debut at the Fullers' Bijou Theatre, Melbourne, in May. 

• Old Time Nigger Minstrels:  Following J.C. Williamson's successful revival of the minstrel show in 1925, the  

  Fullers also mount their own series of revivals. Two companies are formed, with one playing shows in  

  Newcastle, New Zealand and regional New South Wales (under Alf Coleman's management), and the other  

  operating in  conjunction with F. Gayle Wyer's Band Box Revue Company (Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth).  

  Key artists include: Jack Kearns, Arthur Elliott, Billy Bovis, Ward Lear, Wal Rockley and Finlay Currie (aka  

  Mr C). 

•   Frank Thring:  Becomes managing director of Hoyts Theatres. 

• Joe Slater:  Dies at his home in Manly (Sydney) on 16 April after a long illness. 
 

 

1927 
 

₪   Australian Natives Vaudeville Company:  An Aboriginal vaudeville troupe is established in Kempsey, New  

  South Wales and plays at least one engagement in Southport (Queensland) and possibly Canberra for the  

  opening of parliament House. 

۩ Queen's Hall (Perth):  After a number of years of little or no theatrical activity, the hall is rebuilt as Hoyts Regent. 

• Billy Maloney's Scandals of 1927: Formed in Melbourne for a tour of the New South Wales "smalls" by 26-year  

  old promoter Otto Hunter, the tour struggles financially from the start. After Hunter is arrested and charged  

  with uttering false checks, Maloney takes over its management. An engagement in Newcastle beginning on 

  Christmas Eve fares no better and the comedian is forced to close it down in response to mounting debts. The  

  troupe, which includes at least four teenage ballet girls, is subsequently left stranded. 

• Sid Burchell:  The "romantic baritone" makes his radio debut, and over the next nine years firmly establishes  

  himself as one of the country's most popular entertainers, notably for J.C. Williamson's and over the airwaves. 

• Daisy Chard:  Singer/actor. Dies in Adelaide on 18 September. She is aged 53. 

• Laurence Halbert:  The English-born actor and singer produces the first radio revue in Australia on 15 January.  

  Broadcast  by for 2FC (Sydney) the show is presented by Halbert's Radio Revellers.  

•  Tom Katz and His Saxophone Band:  Founded by Sam Babicci, Tom Katz and His Saxophone Band makes its  

  debit at Sydney's Tivoli Theatre on 28 November. Dressed in bellboy uniforms and wearing blackface, the band  

  tours its comedy jazz act around Australasia until 1934 and in Great Britain and Europe from 1934 to 1936. 

• Peggy Mortimer (later Peggy Mortimer): The youngest of four children, Margaret Joan Mortimer is born  

  in Coogee, Sydney.   

•  Harry Quealy:  Dies in New York. 

• Mascotte Ralston:  The musical comedy and vaudeville actress leaves Australia with her new husband American  

  drummer and band leader Philip Harris. Her Hollywood career begins some six years later. 

• Harry Ross [2]:  The revusical producer and straightman to Clara Keating dies on 11 August, aged 35. 

• Wilton Welch and Louise Lovely:  Lovely (aka Louise Carbasse/Lousie Welch) is granted a decree nisi on 23  

  March from her husband of 15 years on the grounds of desertion by reason of his failure to comply with a  

  decree for the restitution of conjugal rights granted her in September the previous year. Her application   

  decree absolute is granted the following year.  
 

 

1928 
  

˟ Rio Rita: (musical)  Sir Benjamin Fuller contracts Gladys Moncrieff to star in Rio  Rita at the enormous salary of  

  £150 a week. The gamble pays off when the  musical, produced by Ernest C. Rolls, becomes an enormous hit.  

۩ Palais Royal (Adelaide):  Re-opens after extensive remodelling (over £2,000 worth). 

۩  Romantique Cabaret: Situated in Victoria Place, South Brisbane, at the southern end of the Victoria Bridge, and  

  adjacent to the Brisbane River, this cafe and dance palais is opened by Septimus R. Doolan in November.  

  Formal entertainment nights are initially staged under the direction of C. Ernest Moss, with high profile  

  comedian Billy Maloney employed to oversee and star in the vaudeville programme. The business is  

  voluntarily wound-down in November 1930. 

• Oswald Anderson:  The prominent songwriter becomes station manager of Sydney radio stations 2FC and 2BL.  
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• Edith Dickinson:  Pianist/accompanist. Associated with the Cheer-Oh Girls from 1916 until ca. 1926, Edith  

  Dickinson (aka Mrs Edith Palmer) is murdered, along with her sister-in-law, father-in-law and housekeeper at  

  their home in Rockdale, Sydney on 1 November. The killer, Garnet Robb is the Palmers' nephew. He commits  

  suicide immediately after slaying the others. 

• Syd Hollister:  After touring Australasia in various vaudeville companies since 1915 the English-born comedian  

  begins his radio career. He and Darcy Kelway find much popularity with the their characters Mrs 'Olmes and  

  Mrs Entwistle in the late-1930s. 

• Emil Lazern:  Magician. Dies at his home in Sydney on 12 August. 

• League of Notions:  Fullers' Theatres engages Mike Connors and Queenie Paul to headline, direct and  

  choreograph a new revue troupe named the League of Notions. After debuting in Newcastle in February it plays  

  Sydney followed by 12 months in New Zealand.  The company then plays engagements in Australia until mid- 

  1930. Key performers include Syd Beck and Gladys Shaw. 

•  Mascotte Ralston:  After a brief career in Australia playing in musical comedy for J.C. Williamson's, and  

  appearing on the variety stage and legitimate drama, Ralston leaves for the USA with her American husband,  

  drummer and band leader Phil Harris. Within a few years she begins her Hollywood acting career. 

• Tilton and West:  The "Joy Boys" Stan Tilton and Eddie end their highly popular partnership after 12 years. 

• Joe Verne:  The comedian/endman, dancer, singer, and brother of Alf and Priscilla Verne, dies in Sydney on 10  

  August aged 51. 
 

 

1929 
 

˟ Little Bo-Peep:  Hugh Huxham and choir master/composer George English collaborate on the burlesque radio  

  pantomime Little Bo-Peep. It airs for the first time on Melbourne Station 3LO on 28 December, and is re- 

  broadcast in the New Year on 3AR.  

₣ [Australian Talkie Shorts]:  In early July the first Australian-made and exhibited "talkies" are produced by  

  Australtone (manufacturers of a locally-invented system for screening sound pictures) at studio set up in the  

  lecture hall of the Royal Sydney Showgrounds. Among the performers are Fred Bluett and Hector St Clair. The  

  shorts are initially screened before an audience of trade professionals at Queen's Theatre, Crow's Nest on 31  

  July, and later used to demonstrate the Australtone system. A few are screened as supports to overseas talkies. 

₣ [Jack Cannot] and [Alfred Cunningham]: Cannot (English comedian) and Cunningham (baritone) are filmed in  

  January by Sydney-based Ray Allsop during the development of his Raycophone Sound on disc system.  

₣ Getting Through:  Jim Gerald's burlesque of the "talkie" phenomenon was made in America as a silent film and  

  given its  Australian debut at Adelaide's Majestic Theatre on 2 March. The "talkie"  aspect was provided by  

  members of his company who were hidden behind the screen and revealed only after the film ended. 

₪ Australian Broadcasting Company Ltd:  Established by a consortium comprising Fullers' Theatres, Union  

  Theatres Ltd and music publisher J. Albert and Son, it is ultimately successful in its bid to provide license-  

  financed  programmes for the government's National Broadcasting Service - stations 2FC and 2BL (Sydney),  

  3LO and 3AR Melbourne), 4QC (Brisbane), 6WF (Perth) and 7ZL (Hobart).  

۩ Coliseum (North Sydney):  Clay's Bridge Theatre Company ends its association with  

the venue after failing to renew its licence. The building is closed by order of the  

North Sydney Police Division until repairs and renovations are carried out.  

•   Alf Driscoll:  Comedian. Dies in Sydney in August from double pneumonia. 

• Arthur Aldridge and Kyrle McAllister:  The two variety performers are killed in a  

car accident near Brisbane. 

• Jack Cannot:  English comedian. Commits suicide in Sydney in early August. 

• Hagan and Fraser:  Specialty sketch artists, Martyn Hagan and Lucy Fraser return to  

Australia after some 18 years working overseas. The couple are still performing,  

but likely retire in the coming years. 

• Billee Lockwood: Comedian, character impersonator, singer, dancer, actress. Departs  

for Great Britain, where she will spend the next eighteen years. 

• Palais Royal Company (Adelaide): Having opened under the direction of  

comedian Elton Black and producer J.L. Herbert at the Palais Royal on 8 December 

1928, the cabaret/vaudeville season closes on 4 January when Myers is unable to  

pay the company - among them Bobby Helpmann, Keith Connolly, Ivy Baker,  

Alice  Bennetto  and Sam Ward. Fourteen interstate artists are subsequently left  

stranded. A benefit concert is held nine days later and raises £75 to help send them  

home.   

 

 

 

 

Jack Cannot 

Theatre Magazine (Sydney) July 1915, 37. 
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• Veterans of Variety and Minstrelsy:  Two separately-produced retro-variety shows were staged at George  

  Marlow's Grand Opera House (Sydney) during the latter months of the year. Jake Friedman's Veterans of  

  Variety played between 5 October and 8 November, while Marlow produced an Old Time Minstrel (and  

  vaudeville) show from 9 November through until mid-December.  
 

 

1930 
 

₪ White City (Perth):  Although most secondary sources record 1929 as the year Perth's infamous White City is  

  forced to close (due to reports of gambling and other illicit activities), the amusement park is actually still being  

  used as late as December 1930 - at which time the Young Australia League is operating (possibly the last of its  

  annual) Coo-ee City carnivals). 

 ۩  Arcadia Theatre (Rockhampton, Qld):  Closes down sometime during the mid-year. 

۩ Fullers' Theatre (Sydney):  Renamed the Roxy. 

•   Clay's Bridge Theatre Company:  Finally ends its vaudeville operations. The company continues to lease the  

  Bridge Theatre (aka Hub Theatre) up until the 1960s, however. 

• George William Desmond:  The singer/dancer, and long-time member of both Sydney James' Royal Strollers and  

  The Futurists returns to Britain in February. He first came to Australia in 1914. From 1927 he was known to  

  radio listeners around Australasia as Dismal Desmond. 

•   Violet Elliott [2]:  The daughter of Arthur Elliott and Maud Fanning travels to England where she establishes  

  herself as Chick Elliott. Her British career continues through until at least the early 1950s. 

• Minnie Love:  The English-born actor, singer, variety entertainer, and impersonator returns to Australia after ten  

  years back in Britain and remains in the country for the rest of her life. 

• Fred Monument:  The English-born singer (baritone), songwriter, teacher (singing), entertainer, stage and  

  musical director, character actor, film prologue specialist joined Brisbane radio station 4BK as an announcer.  

  He leaves in 1933 to join the ABC (4QG). 

• Cyril Northcote:  The comedian, scenic artist, pianist, troupe proprietor, and entrepreneur leaves for Calcutta with  

  his wife, Ira Vanda, to set up a variety circuit. The couple remain for some six years before returning to  

  Australia. 

•   F. Gayle Wyer:  American revusical writer/troupe leader. Dies unexpectedly in Melbourne on 8 April. 

•  Stanley McKay's Gaieties:  An institution throughout much of regional Australia for three decades, the Gaieties  

  starts out in March 1930 as the Australia XI, and within a month becomes known as Stanley McKay's  

  Hollywood Gaieties. The "Hollywood" reference is used only briefly as well. 

• Alf Rockley:  The former comedian and stage partner with his brother Wal Rockley, is killed by a piece of falling  

  iron on 28 October while working as a fitter's assistant at the Homebush Abattoirs. Alf Rockley, who was  born  

  in New Zealand in 1873, is believed to have retired as a professional entertainer in 1920.  
 

 

1931 
 

₣ Diggers: Directed and produced by Frank Thring (Efftee Films) Diggers premiers at the Plaza Theatre, Melbourne  

  on 6 November.    

₣ Showgirl's Luck:  The first Australian feature film to be produced, completed and exhibited with an entire sound  

  accompaniment, is exhibited, but only briefly in Sydney and Northern New South Wales. It also does poorly in  

  Britain when released there in 1933. 

₪ Con-Paul Theatres:  Variety artists Mike Connors and Queenie Paul begin their entrepreneurial careers by leasing   

  Sydney's Haymarket Theatre. Mid-year the pair  expands to Melbourne, leasing Fullers' Bijou and soon after- 

  wards form the consortium Con-Paul Theatres in association with J.C. Williamson's and several  individuals.   

₪ Efftee Film Productions:  Having founded his own film production company, Frank Thring goes on to produce  

  seven features and a number of shorts between 1932 and 1936. These include Diggers (1931), The Sentimental  

  Bloke and His Royal Highness (1932), Harmony Row (1933), A Ticket in Tatts (1934), and Efftee Entertainers  

  (1931-32), a series of short musical, comedy and vaudeville films (or "revuettes").  

₪ Stiffy, Joe and Syd:  Syd Beck joins Nat Phillips' company, forming a partnership with Phillips (Stiffy) and Joe  

  Lawman (Joe). The troupe becomes known as the Phillips and Beck Revue Company mid-year.  

۩ Victory Theatre (Marrickville, Sydney):  After audiences began to dwindle in the mid-1920s and a period of  

  disuse in 1930 the Victory lease is taken over by Fullers Theatres Ltd. The theatre is remodelled, given a new  

  name, the Addison, and used primarily as a cinema.   

• Henry Abdy:  London-born animal trainer, impersonator, miniature circus proprietor, and farmer dies in Sydney's  

  Lidcombe Hospital on New Year's Eve. 

• Herbert Boland:  Becomes a sleeping partner in Con Paul Theatres (with Mike Connors and Queenie Paul). 

• E.J. Carroll:  Entrepreneur. Dies at Lewisham, Sydney on 28 July. 
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• George Sorlie's New Vaudeville and Revue Company:  Formed by Sorlie in early 1931 (or possibly late 1930s),   

  the troupe includes such artists as Arthur Morley and Yvonne Banvard. The entertainment comprises a first part  

  vaudeville program followed by a second part revusical (with several written by Morley). 

• William O'Sullivan: Front of house manager, trainer of juvenile entertainers. Dies in Perth on Christmas Eve 1931  

  after several years of ailing health. 

• R.G. Oyston:  The Melbourne born pianist orchestra leader, music director, and early film exhibitor (London  

  Bioscope Company) dies in Sydney on 31 October.  
 
 

1932 
 

₣  His Royal Highness:  First produced as a 2½ hour stage musical, George Wallace's popular show is made into a  

  film. Directed and produced by Frank Thring (Efftee Films) Diggers premiers at Brisbane's Regent Theatre on  

  1 October. 

₣ The Sentimental Bloke:  Directed and produced by Frank Thring (Efftee Films)  this remake of the 1919 classic  

  premiers at Hoyts Theatre Deluxe, Melbourne, on 26 March. 

 ˟ Collits Inn: (musical) [T. Stuart Gurr/Varney Monk]  A mostly amateur production of  

   Collits Inn premiers at the Savoy Theatre, Sydney, on 5 December. 

₪ Australian Broadcasting Commission (ABC):  Established by the Fuller, Doyle  

   (Union Theatres) and Albert  consortium, the Commission takes over the operations  

   of the National Broadcasting Service.  

۩   Don Stadium (Darwin):  The popular sporting and entertainment venue closes down  

    after the site is bought by hotelier Christina Gordon. She re-develops the  

    property into Gordon's Don Hotel. 

۩ Tivoli Theatre [2] (Sydney):  Formerly the Grand Opera House, it is renamed the  

   Tivoli by new lessees Mike Connors and Queenie Paul (Con-Paul Theatres). 

•  Humphrey Bishop:  The English basso and leader of his own musical comedy  

   company begins his long radio career as a producer, conductor and host with the  

   newly established Australian Broadcasting Commission.  

• Bobby Helpman: Dancer, actor, choreographer, director. Helpman leaves Australia in  

   October and the following year joins the Vic-Wells company (later Sadler Wells),  

   quickly establishing himself as one of its stars. Helpmann does not return home  

   until 1955.  

• Hugh D. McIntosh:  Becomes insolvent and is eventually declared bankrupt. 

• Nat Phillips:  Dies in Sydney on 21 June, shortly after having agreed to reform Stiffy and Mo with Roy Rene. 

• Hector St Clair:  Dies in Melbourne in December. 

• The Versatiles:  Founded and managed by Ern Delavale, with his brother-in-law, Ike Delavale (aka Ern Vockler)  

 as headline performer, The Versatiles opens its Queensland tour in Ipswich on 14 May. It folds in Rockhampton  

 in January the following year when Ern is forced into bankruptcy, largely in response to the effects of the  

 depression on regional Australia. 
 

 

1933 
 

˟ Collits Inn: (musical) [T. Stuart Gurr/Varney Monk]  Frank Thring premiers his production of Collits' Inn at the  

  Princess Theatre, Melbourne, on 23 December. 

₣ Diggers in Blighty:  Directed and produced by Pat Hanna (Pat Hanna Productions) Diggers in Blighty premiers on  

  1 February at Hoyts Theatre De Luxe.  

₣ Harmony Row:   Directed and produced by Frank Thring (Efftee Films) Harmony Row premiers at Hoyts  Deluxe,  

  Melbourne, on 11 February. 

₪ Tivoli Theatres Ltd:  Mike Connors and Queenie Paul (Con-Paul Theatres) merge their operations with producer  

  Frank Neil to form Tivoli Theatres Ltd. It is initially managed by Wesley Ince.  

• Cass Mahomet: "The Indian Digger" makes a feature appearance in Pat Hanna's Diggers in Blighty film 

• Dan Morris (Moon and Morris):  The former specialty dancer and long time stage partner of George Moon (Snr)  

  dies in the Sydney  seaside suburb of Bondi. 

• Arthur Tauchert:  Acrobatic comedian/actor. The Sentimental Bloke (1919) star dies in Sydney on 27 November. 
 
 

1934 
 

˟ The Cedar Tree: (musical) [Edmund Barclay, Varney Monk, Helene Barclay]  Produced by Frank Thring and  

  directed by Claude Flemming, The Cedar Tree premieres at the  Princess Theatre, Melbourne, on 22 December. 

 

Nat Phillips 

Fryer Library, The 

University of Queensland 
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₪ Tivoli Theatres Ltd:  Mike Connors and Queenie Paul temporarily retire from the industry following the death of  

  their six year old daughter. Later that year they also lose control of Tivoli Theatres Ltd to George Dickenson  

  and Frank Neil.  

₣  Cinesound Varieties:  Cinesound's The Silence of Dean Maitland and its musical revue film Cinesound Varieties  

  are both given their world premieres at the Strand Theatre, Hobart on 12 May. The first is well-received by the  

  critics, the second is largely panned. 

۩ Bridge Theatre (Newtown, Sydney):  Still owned by Clay's Bridge Theatre Company, the property is leased to  

  Horace Edward Nagel and his Broadway Theatre Company Ltd. Nagel renames it The Hub. 

 ۩  Coliseum (Rockhampton, Qld):  Close during the year. It is demolished in late 1935.  

۩ Plaza Theatre (Northcote, Melbourne):  Commissioned by Ludbrok Mench, and designed by Phys Hopkins in an  

  Art Deco style, the Plaza Theatre opens on 29 December. Although initially operating as an independent  

  cinema, the Plaza is converted into a variety theatre venue in 1949. 

• Cole's Varieties:  Bill Ayr, general manager of Cole's Comedy Players rebrands his company as Cole's Varieties,  

  switching from musical comedy to vaudeville, revusical, revue and pantomime. The debut line-up includes  

  Desmond and Jansen, Gladys Shaw and Peter Brooks. 

• George Edwards and Nell Stirling:  Having worked together on the stage and in radio for some four years  

  Edwards, "the man of a thousand voices," and his lead actress in the George Edwards Players marry at St  

  David's Church, Haberfield, Sydney on 29 March. 

•   Gilbert Emery:  Actor/entertainer. Dies in Los Angeles (USA) on Christmas Eve. After moving to America in  

  1921 Emery establishes himself primarily as a teacher of acting. 

• Walter Fuller: Musician, manager, producer, entrepreneur. The eldest son of variety entertainer and entrepreneur  

  John Fuller (Snr), Walter Fuller dies in Wellington, New Zealand on 12 June. 

• Eva Lee: The serio-comic, singer, actress, theatre proprietor, business woman, racehorse owner dies in Brisbane  

  after a lengthy illness. She is survived by her second husband, bookmaker Joe Williams.  

• Murray Masculin: (1920-1995)  The son of Romanian-born magician Prince Masculin and his Australian wife  

  Lily Woolfe (aka Madam Lampini), Murray Masculin makes his Australian debut with George Sorlie  

  performing tricks with a yo-yo. 

• Graham Mitchell's Serenaders:  Makes its debut at Brisbane's Theatre Royal on 1 September. The inaugural  

  line-up included Nellie Kolle, Nat Hanley, the Lewola Bros and Reg Quarterly. The company goes on to  

  entertain Brisbane audiences at the Royal until January 1937. 
 

 

1935 
 

₪ 3XY:  Founded by Frank Thring and operated by Efftee Broadcasters Pty Ltd, 3XY begins broadcasting on 8  

  September. A feature of the station for many years is concentration on live-artist performances and recordings.  

₪ Tivoli Circuit Australia:  Formerly Tivoli Theatres Ltd, the company is renamed by George Dickenson and Frank  

  Neil. Wallace Parnell is later brought out to Australia to supervise the circuit.  

•   Walter Cornock:  The actor/comedian dies in Sydney on 28 January 1935.  

• Laurence Halbert: The English-born actor, singer, and pioneering radio producer, dies at his home in Springwood  

  on 4 June 1935, aged 41. Halbert was the first to produce a radio revue in Australia (1927).  

• Arthur Morley:  Comedian/writer. Dies in Brisbane's General Hospital on 6 September. 
 

 

1936 
 

۩ Rex Theatre (Fortitude Valley, Brisbane):  Opens on 9 May under the lessee ship of Graham Mitchell. His  

  vaudeville company, The Jesters, remains there for some 14 months. It then operates largely as a cinema until  

  its closure ca. 1974. 

₪ Savoy Theatres Ltd:  A production company formed by Sir Benjamin Fuller and Garnet H. Carroll, its first  

  venture is the George M. Cohan musical called Billie (Apollo Theatre, Melbourne). 

₪ Graham Mitchell's Jesters:  Solely associated with the Rex Theatre in Brisbane's Fortitude Valley, the Jesters  

  open the venue on 9 May for lessee/producer Graham Mitchell and under the direction of comedian Nat Hanley.  

  The season ends on 25 June 1937.  

•   Arthur H. Adams:  Librettist. Dies in Sydney, aged 64. 

•   Oscar Asche:  Actor/producer. Dies in Bisham, England, aged 65. 

• Vera Benson:  The former variety entertainer and mother of emerging entrepreneur Rawdon Blanford, Benson dies  

  in St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney on 17 June. She is buried in Lismore, New South Wales, the town she had  

  moved to in 1933. 

• Sid Burchell:  The "romantic baritone" returns to England with a BBC contract, having spent the last year or so  

  in Australia working primarily for the ABC (and often in productions featuring Gladys Moncrieff). 
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• Conrad Charlton: The former variety entertainer is appointed General Manager of the Australian Broadcasting  

  Commission in Western Australia. 

• Herbert de Pinna:  The composer of a number of hit songs from the mid to late-1910s dies in Mudgee, New South  

  Wales. He is buried in Brisbane's Toowong Cemetery. 

•   Frank Thing:  Entrepreneur/film producer. Dies of cancer on 1 July. 
 

 

1937 
 

• Bob Bell:  The former high profile Tivoli comedian dies in Melbourne at the Aged Actors Home aged 69.   

• Tom Buckley:  Dies in Sydney on 19 June aged 95. 

• Dinks and Trixie:  Comedians Jack "Dinks" Paterson and Trixie Ireland come home after some 15 years in Great  

 Britain.  During that time they returned only once to Australia, in 1929 to tour the Tivoli circuit. They also became  

 pioneering television performers. 
 

 

1938 
 

 ۩  Earl's Court (Rockhampton, Qld):  Is closed down in November and soon afterwards demolished. 

• Ben Calvert:  Singer. Dies on his property in Mildura on 22 April. 

• John Gavin:  Film pioneer, John F. Gavin, who also established himself during his early career as a vaudeville  

  advance rep, actor, wild west showman and theatre manager, dies in Sydney on 6 January.  

• Willy Redstone:  Composer. Becomes the ABC's Federal Music Editor. 
 

 

1939 
 

۩ Earl's Court (Rockhampton, Qld):  Birch, Carroll and Coyle builds a new Earl's Court on the site of the old  

  Theatre (demolished in 1938). It opens on 19 July. 

• William Anderson:  Entrepreneur. Produces his last production, Sinbad the Sailor (directed by Charles Wenman).   

• Charlie Vaude:  The former leading Australian patterologist (with Bill Verne) and current Melbourne radio  

  celebrity begins his "reminiscences" column in the Sporting Globe. The series, "as told to J.M. Reohan," begins  

  in June and continues on a weekly basis until June the following year. 
 
 

1940 
 

• William Anderson:  Entrepreneur. Dies at St Kilda, Melbourne, on 16 August. 

• Jack Fanning:  Theatrical manager, tour manager, advance rep. One Australia's best-known theatrical managers of  

  the late-nineteen and early-twentieth centuries, Fanning dies suddenly in Melbourne on 3 April, aged 83 years. 

• Claude Holland:  The former variety and revue entertainer and film actor joins Sydney radio station 2SM in the  

  New Year as one of its announcing staff. He is already well-known to Sydney radio listeners. 

• Mabs Howarth:  Dies in Perth, having lived for some two years. 

• Frank Neil:  Killed while walking across a road in Sydney on New Year's Day. 

• Fred Parsons: Stage, television and radio scriptwriter. Parsons writes the scripts for Roy 'Mo' Rene's debut radio  

  series, The Misadventures of Mo. It also stars Rene's wife, Sadie Gale. 

• C.F. (Caroline) Pugliese:  Dies on 4 May 1940 at Arden Street, Coogee. 
 

 

1941 
 

• Coles Varieties:  Petrol rationing forces Bill Ayr to abandon the company's regional touring late in the year. 

• Happy Harry Salmon:  Comedian/troupe proprietor. Dies 17 March in Brisbane. 
 

 

1942 

 

•  Charles Chauvel:  Best known as arguably the finest Australian film director from the early "talkies" era, Charles  

  Chauvel briefly branches out into radio as the producer of Over Here, a variety series broadcast by Sydney  

  station 2GB. Among the biggest names secured by Chauvel are Fred Bluett, Lou Vernon and Les Warton. The  

  first show goes to air on 6 November. 

• Hugh D. McIntosh:  Entrepreneur/publisher. Dies in a London hospital on 2 February. By then destitute, friends  

  raise the money for his cremation. 
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• Reginald Stoneham:  The composer, musician, librettist, dramatist, and publisher, dies in Melbourne. Stoneham  

  had many of his songs performed in vaudeville and revue. 

• Charles Vaude:  Patterologist/comedian. The former Vaude and Verne and radio star dies on 29 October at  

  Northcote, Melbourne. 

• Fred Weierter: Librettist, musician (organ/piano), theatrical manager, soldier and journalist. Passes away in  

  Waverley, Sydney on 25 August. 

 

1943 
 

• Les Coney: The comedian, singer, songwriter and radio actor dies on 14 June at the Randwick Auxiliary  

  Hospital, Sydney,  aged 52. 

• Peggy Mortimer (later Peggy Mortimer): The sixteen-year old musical prodigy turns professional as a variety  

  entertainer, possibly after accepting a contract to appear at the Cremorne Theatre, Brisbane under the  

  management of Bob Geraghty and John Dobbie.  

• Peggy Pryde:  The former serio-comic, songwriter and stage and film actress dies at a private Sydney hospital on  

  17 May. 

• Bill Verne:  The patterologist/comedian (born Will Barrington) who came to fame as one half of the Vaude and  

  Verne partnership, dies in Rockhampton on 24 September, aged 57. 
 

 

1944 
 

₪ Tivoli Circuit:  The Tivoli's last phase of operations begins when the David N. Martin syndicate acquires the  

  former operating company Tivoli Circuit Australia. 

۩ His Majesty's Theatre (Warwick, Queensland): Known as King's Theatre from 1941, the prominent Warwick  

  theatre burns to the ground on 27 February.  

• Oswald Anderson:  The well-known songwriter and radio pioneer dies in a Sydney private hospital on 1 August.  

  His sons, Peter and Bruce, have by this time also become well-known in the radio industry. 

• Humphrey Bishop:  The veteran music director and troupe proprietor is appointed producer for The Big Parade, a  

  radio revue produced by Sydney station 2CH.  

• George H. Ward:  Comedian. Dies in Hobart on 27 November. 
 
 

1945 
 

₪ John Fuller and Sons:  The New Zealand-based company which started in 1899 is acquired R.A. Kerridge. The  

  sixty cinemas formerly owned or leased in the Dominion by the Fullers effectively doubles the Kerridge circuit.   

• F.M. Clark:  Entrepreneur. Dies at Woodland Hills, Los Angeles on 10 April.  

• Florence Henderson:  Singer. Dies in Melbourne. She is interred at Mildura with her husband, singer Ben Calvert  

  (1879-1938). 

• Harry Mehden:  One of Australia's pioneering jazz musicians (trombone and cornet) dies in Sydney on 22 May. 

• Lew Parks:  Journalist and theatrical publicist Albert Lewis Parks (also the brother of George Edwards) dies at his  

  home  in Darling Point, Sydney, aged 57.   
 

 

1946 
 

₪ J. Arthur Rank: The British film magnate acquires the R.A. Kerridge cinema circuit in New Zealand, which had  

  only the previous year bought out John Fuller and Sons. 

• Don G. Merle:  Having suffering from indifferent health for some time, reportedly the result of alcoholism, the  

  "Mystic Marvel, hangs himself at his home in Ararat, Victoria, on 13 July. 

• Wal Rockley:  The veteran New Zealand-born comedian dies at his home in Lewisham, Sydney on 12 December,  

   aged 77. He is survived by his wife, Nellie, daughter Lillian (Mrs Carrell) and grandson, Charles. 

• Joe Rox:  Comedian. Dies in Sydney in April. 
 

 

1947 
 

۩   Austral Gardens (Adelaide):  A fire breaks out on the stage of the Gardens on 31 November. Although quickly  

  put out it destroys two pianos and other musical equipment and costumes belonging to the English Pierrots.  

• Conrad Charlton:  The former variety entertainer and General Manager of the Australian Broadcasting  

  Commission in Western Australia is transferred to the same position in Victoria. 
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• J.P. Knowles:  Pianist, conductor, songwriter, hotelier, and husband of actress/singer Vivie Keeling, John Pennell  

  Knowles dies in Hobart on 22 February. 

• Fred Parsons:  Stage, television and radio scriptwriter. Fred Parsons, who has worked as Roy Rene's principal  

  scriptwriter since at least 1936, collaborates with former journalist Alexander Macdonald on the comedians'  

  most popular radio series, McCackie Mansion (1947-1948). The series actually began in 1946 as a regular  

  sketch in Calling the Stars before being given its own show and timeslot. 
 

 

1948 
 

۩ Empire Theatre (Adelaide):  Closes down as a cinema. It is used for irregular community events and church  

  gatherings until bought by People's Stores Ltd in 1952 and becomes part of the company's retail complex  

• Syd Beck:  Comedian. Dies of natural causes (believed to have been alcohol-related) on rail tracks near the South  

  Brisbane  railway station.  

• Billy Cass:  Comedian. Dies in Sydney on 8 September. 

• Dot Mendoza / June Mendoza:  Mother and daughter write and illustrate respectively, The Tail is Familiar, a  

  book about dogs. Published by Robertson and Mullins Ltd, Melbourne, the foreword is by their son and brother,  

  Peter Mendoza. 

• Peggy Mortimer (later Peggy Topano): The extraordinarily talented musician, singer and dancer travels to  

  England aged 21 to work for the Flanagan and Allen theatrical agency.  

• Reg Quarterly:  The well-known comedian replaces Cliff O'Keefe as the Judge on the high popular 2UE quiz  

  show, Cuckoo Court. He is already well-known in radio for his association with Calling the Stars. 

•   George Sorlie:  Dies of cerebral thrombosis in Sydney on 19 June aged 63. 

• Nell Stirling:  The former soubrette, radio actress and wife of George Edwards, dies of an accidental overdose of  

  carbitral capsules on 10 November at her Vaucluse home. 
 

 

1949 

 

۩ Plaza Theatre (Northcote, Melbourne):  Film director/producer and exhibitor, A. R. Harwood, transforms the  

  Plaza into a live variety venue. At the time it is the only 100% live theatre in suburban  Melbourne. Vaudeville,  

  cabaret and revue is presented there until the venue returns to film exhibition in 1953. 

• Mike Connors:  The widely popular ABC breakfast radio host and husband of Queenie Paul dies in Sydney on 16  

  January after some three months of ill health. He was aged 37. Connors came to Australia in 1916 with stage  

  partner Fred Witt. Both men remained to carve out long and successful variety theatre and radio careers. 

• Lulu Eugene: The former serio, dancer and singer dies in Sydney.  

• Don Nicol: Comedian, singer, dancer, actor, caricaturist, artist. Dies in Melbourne on 18 February from throat  

  cancer, aged only 43 

• Pressy Preston (Wykeham and Preston):  Dies in St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney.   

• Willy Redstone:  Composer, music director, songwriter. Dies in Sydney on 30 September. 

• Madam Verto (aka Mille Richardson /Amelia Hausmann):  The former actress/singer and widow of magician  

  Percy Verto (aka George Hausmann) dies in Adelaide aged 72. 
 

 

1950 

 

• Dan Agar:  Comedian/character actor. Dies of a heart attack at age 68 in Sydney on 22 September.   

•  Bill Ayr:  E.I. Cole's former lead actor (Cole's Bohemian Dramatic Company), son-in-law, and proprietor of Coles  

  Varieties, dies at his home in Belmore, Sydney on 5 July. 

• Julius Grant: General manager, treasurer, tour manager, producer, businessman, entrepreneur, industry activist.  

  The former treasurer and general manager for William Anderson and long-time associate with Bert Bailey  

  (Bailey and Grant) dies in Melbourne on 27 July 1950.  

• Louise Lovely:  Also known as Louise Carbasse, the former stage actress, Hollywood star and occasional  

  vaudeville performer dies in Taroona, Hobart on 18 March. 
 

 

1951 
 

• Eric Edgley & Clem Dawe:  Move to Perth and take over the management of His Majesty's Theatre. 

• Harry G. Musgrove:  Dies in "penniless obscurity" in Sydney on 21 April. 

• Theodore: The former magician and all-round entertainer passes away in  

  Darlinghurst, Sydney on 25 April. 

•   Ted Tutty:  Comedian. Dies aged 75. 
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1952 
 

• Sam Babicci:  The former Tom Katz and His Saxophone Band leader-turned restaurateur, becomes a "person of  

  interest" during the New South Wales Royal Commission into Liquor, and is eventually indicted for perjury  

  (along with several other colourful Sydney identities – notably Abe Saffron). The charge is dropped in 1954. 

• Peter Brooks:  The popular tenor, "fashion plate," and former member of Nat Phillips' Stiffy and Mo company  

  (1916-1919, 1924-1925, 1928),  makes his final stage appearance in April as part of Roy Rene's Olympic  

  Games appeal show Helsinki Bound (Town Hall). He dies a few months later, on 17 June, aged 61. 

•  Richard Rowe (aka Doc Rowe):  Dies in Melbourne during the year. 
 

 

1953 
 

• Bert Bailey:  The Australian-based actor and theatrical manager/producer best remembered as Dad in the On Our  

  Selection stage and film adaptation dies on 30 March in Darlinghurst, Sydney. 

•   J.C. Bancks:  Librettist/cartoonist. Dies at his Point Piper home in Sydney on 1 July, aged 63. 

• George Edwards:  Dies on 28 August in the Sydney suburb of Petersham. 

• Robert McLeish:  The "father of the Victorian motion picture industry" dies suddenly at home on 6 October. 

• Cyril Northcote: The comedian, scenic artist, pianist, troupe proprietor, and entrepreneur dies suddenly on 17  

  August at his home in Coogee, Sydney. 

• Minnie Shipp:  The former serio-comic dies in a Sydney private hospital on 23 January. Her second husband,  

  former actor/manager Ernest William Dean (aka Ernest Archer) dies less than a month later.  

 
 

1954 
 

• May Brook:  The long-time Music director for Stanley McKay's Gaieties and former accompanist to Daisy Jerome  

  (1922-23) dies in Sydney on 9 June 1954 at the Haberfield home of former variety performer Winnie Edgerton.  

  Brook had previously spent several weeks in hospital. 

• Eric Edgley and Clem Dawe:  The two emerging entrepreneurs buy His Majesty's Theatre, Perth.  

• Phyllis Du Barry:  The actress/dancer whose early career was spent in Australia (1923-1930) before she  

  established herself as a Hollywood actress dies in Los Angeles on 1 July. 

• Arthur Hemsley:  Comedian/entertainer. Dies in Sydney aged 73. 

• Joe Lashwood:  Comedian/entrepreneur. Dies in Newcastle on 24 June aged 74. 

• Fred Monument:  The English-born singer (baritone), songwriter, teacher (singing), entertainer, radio host, stage  

  and musical director, character actor, film prologue specialist dies in the Brisbane General Hospital ca. 12 April.   

•   Roy Rene:  Comedian. "Mo" passes away in Sydney on 22 November at age 62. 
 

 

1955 
 

• Claude Dampier:  Comedian. Dies in London on 1 January. 

• Ern Delavale:  The well-known comedian and husband of comedienne Lily Vockler dies in the Melbourne suburb  

  of Richmond aged around 73.  

• Clem Dawe (Edgley and Dawe): Comedian. Dies in Perth. 

•   Andy Kerr:  Bookmaker/publisher/entrepreneur. Dies on 9 October at Kirribilli, Sydney. 

 
 

 

Ted Tutty 

Courtesy of Jo Mercer and 

Del Buchanan 
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• Cass Mahomet: Also known as Mahomet Kassim, and invariably billed as "the Indian Digger), the popular  

  entertainer and producer dies in Auckland, New Zealand on 16 November while touring his wife, Renee (the  

  mystic). 

•  Humbert Pugliese:  Entrepreneur. Dies in the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Camperdown, Sydney, on 28 May. 
 

 

1956 

 

•  Oswald Bishop:  Magician (Alma the Mysterious, Alma the Court Magician, and Pharos). Dies in Hawaii aged 76. 

• John N. McCallum:  Entrepreneur. Dies. 
 

 

1957 

 

• Alexander Poe:  The former magician, also known as Abdul Kahn ("The Hindoo Mystic") dies in Melbourne on  

  12 September, aged 72.  
 

1958 

 

˟ Hal Lashwood's Alabama Jubilee:  The popular television variety show goes to air on the ABC, continuing  

  through until 1961. From 1960 it is known as Hal Lashwood's Minstrels. 

• Kenneth L. Duffield:  Composer. Dies in Adelaide.  

• Vivie Keeling:  The English-born singer/actress and widow of music director/pianist J.P. Knowles dies in New  

  Town, Hobart, on 23 May. 
 
 

1959 
 

۩  King's Theatre (Melbourne):  Renamed the Barclay Cinema. 

۩  Theatre Royal (Adelaide):  After being closed this year the Royal is demolished in 1962. 

• Dan Carroll:  Entrepreneur. Dies in Sydney on 11 August. 

• John Fuller Jnr:  Entrepreneur. Dies in St Luke's Hospital, Darlinghurst (Sydney) on 26 September.  

• Arthur Stignant:  The English comedian/panto dame and musical comedy dies in Camberwell, Victoria. 
 

 

1960 

 

• Percy Abbott:  The magician, ventriloquist, businessman, and author dies on 26th of  

   August 1960 in Colon, Michigan (USA) from a heart attack. He is aged of 74.  

• George Wallace:  Comedian. Dies on 19 October in Sydney. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

1961 

 

• Elsa Brull (Brull and Hemsley):  Entertainer. Dies in Sydney aged 82. 
 

 

1962 

 

• Harry "Snub" Pollard:  Actor/entertainer. Dies on 19 January 1962 in Burbank, California from cancer. 
 

 

1964 

 

 ۩  Tivoli Theatre (Rockhampton, Qld):  Formerly known as the Princess Court and Strand Theatre, the Tivoli  

  closes down after 52 years.   

• Clement May:  Dies in Sydney. The former vaudeville and Dickens' character actor had recently returned to   

  Australia from British Columbia where he had been living since his retirement (ca. 1946). 

• Elvie Stagpoole:  The former soubrette/choreographer and wife of comedian Charles "Ike" Delavale dies in Potts  

  Point, Sydney, on 21 January aged 63. Her death is recorded as being the result of a cerebral haemorrhage. 
 

 

George Wallace 

Jacqueline Kent. Out of the Bakelite Box (1983), 25. 
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1965 
 

۩  Tivoli Theatre (Sydney):  After a decade of declining audiences following the arrival of television, the Tivoli  

  circuit's Sydney stronghold closes with the revue One Dam' Thing after Another (starring Gwen Plumb). It is  

  severely damaged by fire in 1966 and demolished in 1969. 
 
 

1967 
 

₪ Tivoli Circuit:  The arrival of television in 1956 marked the beginning of the decline in vaudeville as an all-year  

  production. After closing its Sydney theatre in 1965 and being forced to close its Melbourne cinema after the  

  building was destroyed by fire, the Tivoli circuit (operating as Tivoli Theatres) closes down.   

• Eric Edgley (Edgley and Dawe):  Entrepreneur/comedian. Dies on 3 February. 

• Marie La Varre:  The English-born actress, variety entertainer, singer dies in Sydney aged 77. 

• Minnie Love:  The English-born actor, singer, variety entertainer, and impersonator dies at her home in Coogee  

  from a heart attack. 

•   Joe Valli:  Comedian. Dies at his home in Waterloo, Sydney on 30 May aged 81. 
 

 

1968 
 

• Finlay Currie (aka Mr C):  The Scottish singer, comedian, pianist, raconteur and actor dies on 9 May at Gerrards  

  Cross, Buckinghamshire, England. Before his death he appears in more than 140 UK and US films. With wife  

  Maud Courtney, Currie toured Australasia twice (1911-12 and 1917-26).  

• Ch arles Lawrence:  Singer, comedian, monologist, musician, and radio broadcaster dies in Sydney Hospital on 12  

  November.  

•   George Wallace Jnr:  The popular television host and comedian dies of cerebrovascular disease on 30 September  

  at Southport, Queensland. 
 

 

1969 
 

• Essie Jennings:  Entertainer. Dies in Victoria after several years of poor health. 
 
 

1971 
 

•   Jim Gerald:  Comedian. Dies in Melbourne, aged 80. 
 

 

1972 
 

•   Buster Fiddes:   The well-known comedian and actor dies in Sydney on 14 January. 

•  Alf J. Goulding:  The former Hollywood director and screenwriter (1917-1959) dies in Hollywood on 25 April  

  from pneumonia. Goulding was born in Melbourne and started his career in Australia as a vaudeville performer. 
 

 

 
 

Jim Gerald 

National Library of Australia 

 

 
 

Stella Lamond 

Frank Van Straten Tivoli (2003), 91. 

 

 

 Alexander Turnbull Library, National 

Library of New Zealand 
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1973 
 

• Doogood, Leonard:  The former Charlie Chaplin impersonator, filmmaker, artist, inventor, journalist dies in  

  Malvern Victoria. 

•   Pat Hanna:  Entrepreneur/comedian. Dies in Ampthill, Bedfordshire (England). 

•   Stella Lamond:  Comedian. Dies in Melbourne on 5 July, the same year as her second husband Max Reddy. 
 

 

1974 
 

۩  Wintergarden (Rockhampton):  Closes down a year short of its 50th year. The property is subsequently acquired  

  by  Les Duthie and used as a storage site for his Leichhardt Hotel.  

•   Stanley McKay:  Entrepreneur/actor. Dies in Sydney on 22 September. 
 

 

1975 
 

•   Annette Kellerman:  The internationally-known swimmer, diver, and film and stage star dies at Southport,  

  Queensland, on 6 November. 
 

 

1976 
 

۩ Empire Theatre (Brunswick, Melbourne):  Having closed down in 1975, the former film and vaudeville venue  

  is destroyed by fire on 12 December. 

۩ Temperance Hall (Hobart):  Renamed the Avalon in 1932, the building is finally closed as a theatre after being  

  purchased by Danny Burke Electricals. 

• Conrad Charlton:  The former variety entertainer, turned ABC radio general manager (Western Australia and  

  Victoria) dies on 6 June. 

•   Gladys Moncrieff:  Singer/actress. Having retired to the Gold Coast, Queensland, in 1968, Moncrieff dies in a  

  private hospital in Benowa on 8 February. 

• Molly Raynor:  Entertainer. Dies on 12 March in Willoughby, Sydney.  
 

 

1977 
 

۩  King's Theatre (Melbourne):  Demolished for construction of a multiplex cinema. 

•   Trixie Ireland: Comedian. Dies in Sydney.   
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

1978 
 

•   Levante:  Magician. Leslie George Cole dies on 20 January at his Sydney home. 
 

 

 

 
 

Trixie Ireland and Jack "Dinks" Paterson 
Australian Women's Weekly 30 June 1971, 13. 
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1981 

 

۩ Majestic Theatre (Adelaide):  After having undergone more names changes after 1967, the theatre built in 1856  

  as White's Assembly and Concert Rooms, but known between 1916 and 1967 as the Majestic is finally  

  demolished. 
 
 

1982 

 

• Jack "Dinks" Paterson:  Comedian. Dies in Sydney. 
 

 

1983 

 

•   Charles Norman:  The former entertainer and producer publishes his memoir, When Vaudeville Was King. 
 

 

 

1984 
 

• Clyde Cook:  Dies of arteriosclerotic cardio vascular disease on 13 August  at his home near Santa Barbara,  

  California.  
 

 

1985 
 

• Belle Bluett:  Dancer, singer, actress. One of Fred Bluett's three children, and the wife of English comedian  

  Jimmy Jewell, dies in England.  

•  Mascotte Ralston:  The former stage actress/entertainer (Australia), film actress (Hollywood), and daughter of  

  Australian actor John Ralston dies on 23 November in Rancho Mirage, California. 
 

 

1986 
 

• Robert Helpmann: Dancer, actor, choreographer, director. Dies in Sydney. 
 

 

1987 
 

• Fred Parsons: The stage, television and radio scriptwriter dies, possibly in Sydney, aged 79. 
 

 

1988 
 

•  Mascotte Ralston:  The former musical comedy and vaudeville actress in Australia and Hollywood actress (ca.  

  1933 to the mid-1940s), dies on 23 November in Rancho Mirage, California.  
 

 

1991 
 

• Billie Carlyle:  The former stage partner and wife of Claude Dampier dies on 23 July at Staines, England. She is  

  aged 90. 
 

 

1992 
 

• Hal Lashwood:  The former straightman, television host and co-founder of Actors Equity dies of cancer in Sydney  

  in late-March. He is aged 77 years.  
 

 

1993 
 

• Will Alma:  Magician. Passes away. 
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1994 
 

• Kitty Bluett:  Comedian. The daughter of Fred Bluett, and sister to Gus and Belle, Kitty Bluett dies in Colchester,  

  England, aged 78.    
 

 

1997 
 

•   Charles Norman:  Entertainer. Dies in Melbourne. The author of When Vaudeville 

Was King, Norman's first big professional break was with Harry Clay in Sydney  

in the early-1920s.  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

2003 
 

• Peggy Toppano (formerly Peggy Mortimer): The all-round variety entertainer, and specialist musician dies in  

 Sydney on 23 November. She is survived by her husband, Enzo, and three children - Peta, Lorenzo and Dean.   
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Charles Norman 

Source: Charles Norman. When Vaudeville Was King (1983), 24. 
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